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mTaoDuc-ic:.

Bach attention is now being given to consume*

education. Interest has been so developed that even the

general public has become more or less consumer conscious.

The problems arising from the attempt to maintain a de-

sirable standard of living and a satisfying home on a

reduced income and increased living costs have centered

interest on the consuner and his buying activities. The

consumer was given recognition for the first time in

history by the United States Government in its national

recovery program and agencies were established to give

him some buying protection.

The responsibilities of parchasinG fall largely upon

women and girls and most of them will have no more than a

high school education. The way in which their money is

expended and tlie value of the returns to families and in-

dividuals depend on their judgment as purchasers. The

ability to make intelligent selection and evaluation of

commodities is ever a need of both young and adult life

and adequate training is necessary to develop it.

The consumer has many difficulties in buying that

could be overcome through training and education.



Generally he likes to get the best purchase possible for

the purpose desired with a minimum expenditure of time,

effort, and money, but too often has only high pressure

salesmanship and advertisements as guides. These, however,

give no Information in regard to those characteristics

which make an article suitable for a given purpose. The

array of goods on the market and the different methods of

purchasing them are ocnfuaing. Many consumer buyers do

not know of the agencies available for their protection or

how to use them. A lack of understanding of the social

factors affeotlng desires makes It difficult to select on

the basis of real needs. If the consumer does not under-

stand to some extent economic conditions, how they operate

to his advantage or disadvantage, and his responsibility

towards their Improvement, the opportunity for betterment

will be small.

Education for consuming has been emphasised but little

In high school home economics courses. Discussions and

conferences with high school hone economics teachers

Indicate that their lack of knowledge of what to teach,

available source: teachin,; an I of how to

organize them are Important reasons for omitting Instruc-

tion in consumer buying. It is believed that much more



effective teaching of consumer buying would be done if

available materials, and suggestions for teaching were

organised into convenient and usable fore for the teacher's

use.

The purpose of this study wast

1. To encourage instruction in consumer buying in

high school home economics courses.

2. To compose in detail consumer buying units in

clothing and textiles for use in these courses.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The need for education of the consumer has been

recocnised for sometime by s number of individuals.

Harap (1924) made an extensive study of the consumer buying

activities of the people of the United States. In regard

to clothing needs he says that it is of special importance

for the school to train for effective clothing consumption

because of the social significance of clothing and that an

attitude toward selection and evaluation of wearing app

is a fundamental objective of education. In hie curriculum

for consumption of clothing he analysed the clothing

habits of the people of this country with respect to pur-

chase and use] he compared these habits with accepted

standards; and he recommended the following clothing ob-

jectives in education:



1. The development of desirable clothing standards.

2. The development of specific knowledge, information,

and abilities which would be helpful In selecting and

evaluating the chief clothing fabrics, principle articles

of clothing, and common household textiles.

Hoyt (1928) says that few people are trained for con-

sumption or even the technicalities of household buying,

partly because we have not known how to train them. She

Bayo that the schools of home economics have a great

opportunity to give practical Instruction In consumption.

Ualte (1928) says that consumers unable to judge

qualities of goods are open to exploitation In two ways:

through adulteration of products and through the misrepre-

sentation of the qualities of the goods by those selling

then. He says that the consumer can be protected under

such circumstances only by the development of standards and

their enforcement and by the dissemination of knowledge.

Cook (1929) says that it is the responsibility of has*

economists to see that every one understands standard-

isation, to develop the ability to analyze products, to

know what factors make for durability, to find the right

balance between psychological desires and economic needs,

and to become articulate as Individuals when shopping and

as a group *ien asking for better sales methods.



Kyrk (1935) lists the education of buyers as one of

four steps needed for the improvement of buying and mya

that three types of information should be provided:

(1) character of modern market and the devices and arrange-

ments in use; (2) factual data about specific brands,

trade names, grade marks and ratings best obtained from

tost in bureaus; and (3) information of buyer concerning

qualities that make the commodity the beet available for

the purpose.

A number of studies have been made in regard to the

needs and responsibilities of the consumer and their re-

lation to the hl^i school curriculum.

Perry (1929) at the University of Chicago made a

comparison of the activities of mothers and daughters In

relation to clothing as a basis for curriculum construction.

"sine the practices or the mothers and daughters who

lived in the same house as a comparison, a fairly accurate

picture was secured of the present and probable future

responsibilities of the girl.

The study showed t.st the mothers 1 and daughters'

activities in the buying of materials and dresses were

sufficiently similar to use the girls' interests as a basis

of teachin ;, and that the course should be supplemented by



the follwlng problems normally solved only by mothers

J

buying of dresses, coats, shoes, middles, bloomers, silk

and wool dresses, consideration of the price for all

garments, and the durability of hats, gloves, shoes,

hosiery, dresses, and underwear} the use of mall order

houses; and the purchasing of household furnishings.

Scott and Frlant (1929) Iowa State College, found

through a survey of the clothing selection problems of

60 families that the girls In 59 of the families helped

select their own clothing and that In 42 of the families

the girls selected some of their clothing alone. Srme

outer garments were selected alone by 12, some undergarments

alone by 19, some yard materials alone by 9, and some

materials for school sewing alone by 9.

It was found that the problems in clothing selection

for this group of high school girls and their mothers

were due to difficulty in selecting clothing which was

durable, economical, and becoming. From the results of

this study and a survey of the extent that selection of

clothing Is emphasized In 12 state courses of study it

was concluded that courses in home economics are not pre-

paring high school girls to solve clothing selection

problems as successfully as they might.



Phillips (1931) found that certain baying difficulties

were the results of shortages in consumer education and

revealed definite needs for (1) practical and up to date

knowledge and information about the utilitarian, economic,

aesthetic, and social values of merchandise; (2) such

techniques, habits, and abilities as would enable the

consumer to analyse needs, find and use help In Judging

quality, and systematise her buying; (3) the elimination

of detrimental attitudes.

These conclusions are reached through an analytical

study of consumers* difficulties In choosing and buying

clothing and home furnishings and were based on the re-

sults of questionnaires to five groups of women and 227

high school students, an analysis of buying problems as

shown by four years experience as purchasinc adviser to

customers in a department store, a study of questions

asked of fiwe hciachold magasines by consumers on buying

problems, and on personal interview used in 100 case

studies. Of the 123 women questioned in the first study,

85 per cent felt that n:ore education for consumption

would be valuable. A study of the replies of the high

school students showed little consideration of values and

lack of sound Judgment when buying and warranted a belief

in the need for education for intelligent spending. The



other studies revealed similar needs for education for

the consumer.

These investigations, as well as others, show tliat

purchasing Is both a present and future responsibility of

Girls, that the eaammtr buyer has many difficulties In

purchasing due to lack of ability to make intelligent

selection and evaluation of commodities, and that training

Is necessary to develop such abilities. They also Indicate

both the lack and need of providing training In the

secondary schools for consumer buying. Quite generally

boas economics courses are recognised as desirable sub-

jects in which to teach consumer buying.

M3TH0D AND PROCE, URE

1. A checking list was prepared in which 28 eotaaonly

used articles of clothing and textiles were listed. Spac

was provided on which to clieck whether these articles were

bought alone by themselves, never bought alone by them-

selves, or occasionally bought alone by themselves.

2. The lists were checked by 463 girls from the

seventh and ninth grades and senior high school of the

schools of Manhattan and Hutchinson, Kansas.

S. The data were tabulated and the findings summarised.



4. The information thus obtained, together with that

secured from other studies along this line and from

personal interviews with home economies teachers end ad-

ministrators were used as a basis for determining the units

in this study.

• 5. The items included in each unit were generaliza-

tions or ideo3 to be developed, problems, teaching points,

class activities, and references.

6. Home economic text books and publications, books

on consumer education, authoritative magazine articles,

publications of testing bureaus, studies and bulletins by

governmental agencies and by universities and colleges,

and the scientific investigations of some counercicl

were used as source material in composing the units.

7. Two units were prepared on household furnishings

although the items on the cheeking list had been confined

to clothing and clothing textiles. This was done at the

suggestion of a number of teachers and in view of the fact

that household furnishings are discussed in the state

adopted text book for clothing and are included in the

state scholarship tests sponsored by several of the colle

8. Five of the units as first organized were tried

out in several high school home economics classes and

criticisms and suggestions made. The units were reorgan-

ized and changes made accordingly.



9. These unite were all carefully checked by members

of the Departments of Education and Clothing and Textiles

of Kansas state College for accuracy of subject matter and

for method of organization. A final reorganization was

then made.



TABDLaTl

("Bay alone" in this study refers to purchasing by the girl herself or to
without help, fron others than salespersons.)

Table I Footwear.

7th (^.tfoSg iua.au Sf» Gr^tSS SR&Tha.wi Ivth Oe^SSHiftJKHiMr or or Pupils Per PeP Por PapilB Per or Per Pupilscent cent cent Per cent cent oent or cent cent eent «£
cent

1 coc 19 60 49 40 SO 18 18 21 m 85 87 88

Mi 18 23 23 20 65 40 SO 52 22 86 26 27
i sloshes 6 14 18 IS 80 45 57 61 6 SO 18 15

girls buy hose alone than they do shoes or galoshes. Probably wany of them do not have

whleh may account for the apparent discrepancy. Over twice as my high school and

ninth grade girls buy their own hose as do in the seventh grade, (lore shoes are bought alone by

the older girls. Of all the girio included in the study, 40 per cent bought their hose alone,

58 per eent occasionally did, and 21 per cent nevor bought them alone, thoes were bought

alone by 20 per oent of all the girls and galoshes by IS per eent.



nJ?"^ ^J" „ „ ..
: Never Buy Alone : Occasionally Buy Alone

7th Or. :9th 0r.:Sr. H.S.:A11 :7th Gp.:9th Or.tSr. H.S.:A11 :7th Or. :9th Or.:Sr. H.S.:All
Per oent Pupils Per Per Per oent Pupils Per Per Per cent Pupils

Per Mat oent Per cent cent Peroent

Scissors 47
and shears

Thread and 53
Trimmings

cent
cent oent

73

76

63

63

60

63

32

21

10

11

18

15

21

16

16

25

12

10

cent

15

17

14

18

A large number of girls buy their own scissors and shears, ranging from 47 per cent in the

seventh grade, through 63 per cent in the high school, to 73 per oent in the ninth grade and

from 12 to 15 per cent occasionally buy them alone. Of all the girls included in the study,

63 per cent bought their thread and trimmings alone, 18 per cent occasionally bought them alone,

and 16 per oent never bought them alone. Thread and trimmings were bought alone by 53 per cent

of the seventh grade girls, 75 per cent of the ninth grade, and 63 per cent of the high school.

The greatest amount of buying alone of these articles was done by the ninth grade girls, the next

greatest by the senior high school girls, and the least by the seventh grade girls.



Table Ill Underwear.

Buy Alone : never Buy Alone i Occasionally Buy Alone

7th Or.
Per
Cent

:9th ar. tsr. U.S.
Per Per oent
oent

:A11 :7th
Pupils Per
Per cent
cent

3r. :9th Or.
Per
cent

. i.s.
Per oent

:A11 i7th Or.
Pupils Per
Per cent
oent

:9th Or.
Per
cent

:Sr« B.S.
Per oent

••All

Pupils
per
oent

Slips 11 37 84 23 60 26 36 41 25 31 29 28

Bloomers 21 43 30 30 49 17 25 30 28 22 27 26

Shorts 18 45 30 31 50 11 24 29 12 23 19 18

Teddies 8 36 84 22 47 10 18 25 5 11 12 9

Brassiere:3 8 61 32 32 54 10 22 30 8 20 13 13

Material .

underwear
for 7 19 24 17 37 16 128 28 8 25 15 14

: ore buying of underwear la done by the ninth grade girls than either the high school or

seventh grade girls except in the ease of naterlal tor underwear. Seventh grade girls do the

least buying of their underwear alcue. Seventh grade girls buy more shorts and bloomers alone

than any other garments. Approximately one-third of all girls bought their underwear alone.



Table IV Dresses.

Buy Alone : Newer Buy Alone : Occasionally Buy Alone

7th Gr,

Per
eent

, :9th Gr. :Sr.
Per Per
cent

U.S.:
eent

All :7th Or.
Pupils Per
Per eent
cent

19th Or, :£r. H.S.
Per Per cent
cent

:A11
Pupil £

Per
cent

:7th r.
i Per
cent

:9th Or.
Per
oent

tSr.H.s.
Per
cent

:A11
i'cpIL)

Per
cent

Wash Dressea 9 20 25 19 46 26 30 34 10 31 11 16

Material far
wash dressea.
Silk Ureases

8

3

25 25

10 12

19

9

47

88

27 40

67 57

38

73

14

5

25

11

16

13

16

11

Material for
silk dresses.
Wool dresses

5

5

5 IS

11 10

8

8

79

85

56 59

55 64

64

68

9

6

11

14

15

16

11

12

liaterial for
wool dresses.

6 5 7 6 80 57 58 64 7 6 13 9

Lore girls buy their wash dresses and material for wash dresses alone than silk and wool

dresses or goods. Prom two to three times as many ninth grade and high school girls aa seventh

grade girls buy their ready-made dresses alone. The total per cent of those buying alone their

wash droases and wash materials and those who occasionally buy then alone is just about equal to

thoae who never buy them alone. In the caae of silk and wool dresses and materials the per oent

who never buy alone is approximately three times as great as the per cent of those who buy alone,

and those who occasionally buy alone* oontoined.



Table 7 Outer Garments.

*°V Alone J H«w Buy Alone : Occasionally Buy Alone
7th <*.«eth Or.sSr. H.S.iAll :7th Gr.:9th Or.:Sr. H.S.jAll :7th Or. :9th Or.:Sr. H.S.iAll
«!£«. !!L .. £

upil8 Per Per Per ^P"- 8 p«" P«f Per Pupilscent cent cent Per cent cent cent Per cent cent cent ?ercent cent cent
3oat a 4 8 6

Sweaters 9 21 20

Suits 5 9 7

iaincoats 10 12 11

6

17

7

11

87

77

67

76

77

48

50

54

78 81 4 10 11 8

55 60 11 25 15 14

59 60 6 12 12 10

55 61 5 19 11 11

Fewer girls buy their own coats than any of the four outer garments listed. More sweaters

are chosen alone than any of the other garments. More girls select their own rainooats than coats.

More buying alone and occasionally buying alone is done by the ninth grade and senior high school

girls than by the seventh grade girls. The per cent of ninth grade girls buying alone and occasion-

ally buying alone is slightly greater than that of the senior high school.



Table VI Sight end loungins wear.

Buy Alone : Never Buy Alone
1

: Occasionally Buy Alone
7th Or,
Per
eent

:9th Or.
Per
cent

:Sr. H.S.
Per
eent

.-All

"upll«
Per
eent

:7th Or,
i Per
oent

, :9th Or.
Per
cent

:Sr. H.S.
Per
cent

:A11
Puplla
Per
eent

:7th Or.
Per
eent

:9th Or.
Per
eent

iSr. H. ' .

Per
cent

:A11
Puplla
per
oent

Pajamas or 19
nightgown.

46 53 31 64 26 39 43 9 20 15 14

i.aterlal for 3
pajamas or
nightgown.

28 16 14 42 26

1

32 54 12 21 11 13

Klmonaa or 2
bathrobes.

12 11 8 40 30 38 36 10 14 11 11

Material for 4
klmonaa or
bathrobes.

8 19 11 71 30 38 46 70 13 13 11

The per cent of seventh grade girls who buy their own pajamas and night gowns Is six to

eight times as great as for any other article. The per eent buying their own klmonas or

bathrobes or material is relatively small for all three groups. The number who buy these garments

and materials alone Increase from near two to five times In the ninth and aenior high school grades.

More ninth grade girls buy alone and occasionally buy alone than aenior high school.



Table VII Ilats and accessories.

Hats 15 32 27 24 62 35

Beret

a

25 46 40 36 50 19

QloYea 19 44 53 31 54 22

46 16 23 19 19

32 24 25 17 21

38 22 27 21 22

Buy Alone t Hever Bay Alone : Oeoaeionally Buy Alone

7th Or. :9th Or, :Sr. H.S..A11 :7th Or. :9th Or. ttr. H.S.jAll :7th Or. :9th Or.:Sr. n.£.:AU
Per Per Per Pupils Per Per Per Pupils Per Per Per Pupils
cent cent cent Per cent cent eent Per oent Cent cent Per

cent eent cent

41

28

35

More girls select their own berets alone than hats. Thirty-two per cent of total girls never

buy their berets alone while 46 per cent never buy their hats alone. Thirty-one per oent buy

their own gloves and 22 per cent occasionally do. Twenty-five per oent of the seventh grade

girls buy their own berets and 24 per cent occasionally do* More buying alone is done for ell

three articles by the ninth grade and senior high school girls than by the seventh grade girls.

I.iore ninth grade girls than senior high school girls bought alone and occasionally bought alone

for all three articles.



1. The findings of this study, which are stellar In

any respects to those reported by other observers. Indicate

that high school girls have numerous responsibilities in

the purchase of clothing and textiles. Though more of

their buying is done with help, they do considerable buyl

alone. Generally, the tiore expensive and longer used

articles are purchased with help and the less expensive

onee alone.

2. A smaller per cent of seventh grade girls bought

clothing and accessories without help than did ninth grade

or senior high school girls. This was true In regard to

all garments, articles, and materials.

5. A smaller per cent of seventh jrade girls occasion-

ally bought alone than did ninth Grade or senior high school

girls except for berets and hose.

4. A greater per cent of seventh grade pupils than

ninth grade or senior high school girls never bought with-

out help. This applied to all articles, garments, and

materials.

5. Sewing equipment and trimmings were bought alone

and occasionally bought alone by seventh grade girls more

frequently than were garments or materials. Sewing equip-

nt and trimmings were bought alone by the ninth



•ltd sailor high school girls more thsn any article, garment,

or Materials. Thread, trimmings and scissors were bought

alone by the largest per cent of all the jirls.

6. Garments that seventh grade girls most often

bought alone, in the order of amount purchased, vero

berets, bloomers, hose, pajamas or nightgowns, gloves,

shorts, hats, and shoes. These ranged from 13 per cent

buying their own shoes to 25 per cent buying their own

berets.

7. Teddies, brassieres, and slips, and the materials

for them, sweaters, and raincoats were bought without help

by 7 to 10 per cent of the seventh grade girls.

0. Garments that seventh grade girls bought without

help least frequently were klmonas or bathrobes, material

for paganas or nightgowns, material for klrconas or bath-

robes, silk dresses, wool dresses, coats, suits, and

material for silk and wool dresses. These ranged from

2 per cent for klmonas or bathrobes to 6 per cent for wool

dresses.

9, More ninth grade girls than senior high school

girls bought without help and occasionally bought without

help, scissors, thread and trimmings, hats, berets, gloves,

hose, pajamas or nightgowns, material for pajamas or

nightgowns, klmonas or bathrobes, coats, sweaters, suits.



raincoats, Blips, bloomers, ahorta, teddies, and brass:!

10. Garments that ninth grade girls moat often

alone in the order of amount purchased were brassieres,

hose, berets, pajamas or nightgowns, Bhorts, gloves, bl«

«en, slips, teddies, and hate. These ranged free 38 per

cent for hats to 61 per cent for brassieres.

11. Material for pajamas or nightgowns, material for

ash dresses, shoes, sweaters, and wash drosses were bought

without help by from 20 per cent for wash dresses to 88

per cent for BBterials for pajamas or alghtgowna.

12. Prom 10 to 20 per cent of the ninth grade girls

bought alone galoshes, kirtonaa, silk dresses, wool dress

sad Material for underwear.

13. 3arments bought alone by the smallest number of

ninth grade Girls (less than 10 per cent) Included suits,

coats, material for kimonao or bathrobea, and silk and

wool materials.

14. L'ore hoee were bought without help and occasion-

ally bought without help by senior high school girls than

any garment or material. Berets came next. Both were

listed by ower 40 per cent.

15. Gloves, pajamas or nightgowns, brassieres, ble

and shorts were bought alone by from 30 to 33 per cent

of the senior high school girls.



16* Hats, shoes, wash dresses, material for wash

dresses, slips, teddies, and material for underwear

bought by 20 to 25 per cent of the senior high school

girls*

17. Galoshes, kimonas or bathrobes, material for

kimonas or bathrobes and pajamas or nightgowns, silk

dresses, wool dresses, and raincoats were bought without

help by from 10 to 20 per cent cf the senior high school

girls.

18* Less than 10 per cent of the senior high school

pupils bought their coats, suits, and material for wool

dresses alone.

19. In each grade coats and suits were the garments

never bought without help by the largest per cent of the

girls.

20. Coats, silk dresses, wool dresses, material for

silk and wool dresses, galoshes, hats, raincoats, suits,

and sweaters were checked by the largest per cent of all

girls as never bought alone. The range was from GO per

cant for sweaters to 61 per cent for coats.

21. Consumer buying units should be included in all

high school clothing oourses, the number and type depending

upon the length of the course and the needs of the pupils.

22. The units taught should offer instruction that

will aid the pupils both in buying with the help of others



and In buying alone. Although emphasis should be placed

on how to buy those articles most often purchased alone,

those articles usually purchased with help should not be

overlooked but also given consideration*

THE raits

The units, though sufficient In number for a one or

one-half »eter course, hare not planned with tails

in mind for few high schools at the present tine offer or

could offer suoh a course in their hose economic curriculum*

The recommended plan is to distribute the units throughout

regular clothing and textile courses as they fit in best

and to select those units most needed by the pupils being

taught* The units suggested here by no means Include all

of the possible ones in consumer buying In the field of

clothing snd textiles* Hany others are possible* These

are thought to be essential ones snd to cover the general

basic needs of nigh school girls in their purchasing of

clothing and textiles*

The unit problem organisation has been used In

posing the unite because many have found it a desirable

method in use.



Guiding Principles

1, Every girl ed woman has responsibilities In

parehasing end evaluating clothing end textiles.

2. Home economies courses should train the girl for

meeting these responsibilities.

S. Training is necessary to develop the ability to

intelligently select and evaluate clothing and textiles.

4. Organised units with specific help for the te

would aid In the development of this ability In pupils.

5. Some understanding of the economic and psycholog-

ical factors influencing the purchaser In her selection is

desirable for every girl.

6. The development of ability to do purchasing satis-

factorily is a means of conserving the income and may also

be an important factor in successful family life.

7. A realisation of the need of protection against

fraudulent practices is Important.

8. The units planned should conform with the laws of

learning and the best educational practices.

Object!'

1. To buy so as to receive the most return for the

money spent.



2. To select clothing and textiles on the basis of

needs and value.

3. To consider both present and future needs when

purchasing.

4. To know what affects prices of clothing and tex-

tiles.

5. To use all means available to determine the

quality and value of purchases.

6. To understand the consumer's responsibility toward

better buying conditions.

7. To understand what influences the purchaser In his

desires and choices.

8. To make better use of one's Income through wise

purchasing.

List of Units

I. How to be a good buyer (2 weeks).

II. How to buy sewing equipment and trimmings (1 week),

III. How to buy clothing materials (2 weeks).

IT. Haw to buy hosiery and underwear (1 week).

V. How to buy ready-made garments (2 to S weeks).

VI. How to buy shoes and accessories (1 to 2 weeks).

VII. Purchasing the linens and bedding for the home
(2 to 3 weeks).

VIII. Purchasing the rugs, eurteins, draperies and up-
holstery for the home ( 1 to 2 weeks).



Detailed nans of the Units

OKCT I. HO* TO 3E A (MOD BOXER (TWO

Oeaerelisations, Ideas, or Understandings to 3* Developed

1. Fashion, of living* the desire to be like

the group, advertising, the desire for display, and the

opinion of friends snd associates infl t:o

in his choice of goods.

2. ifcononlo conditions, buying praetleee and habits,

qualities and cbaracterlstlea of eoanodltles are important

in determining the selection made*

8. The eonameer baa Important reepoDslbUitlea toward

improving buying conditions.

4* The ooooiner is subject to fraud and

tion under the present ooopotltlve methods of business.

6. tabolo giving <|ualltiea that hove been aoiontlflc-

ally tested snd established are the only reliable mans of

Judging ooooodltlea and raateriale.

6. The developaont and adoption of standardization la

largely dependent on the Interest and demand of the

7. The advantages and disadvantages of eaah, credit or

installment buying should be eoneldered thoroughly before

deciding upon the plan of purohaaing.



8. Time, energy, and money are saved by good purchas-

ing habits.

9. The buyer should understand that the ooat of raw

material, production, aad sell log, and the quality and

dnejanil far the material or eccssodity determine Its price.

10. The purchaser should decide when and where to buy

upon the basis of careful consideration and study.

11. Ethical practices In shopping should be followed

toy

Probloai I. v.hat difficulties confront the purchaser?

Teaching ?olnts:

1. Lack of a definite plan prevents one from doing

efficient purchasing.

2. Advertisements try to Interest or to appeal to the

buyer rather than give accurate information on articles.

3. Some purchasers have insufficient tine for their

buying.

4. Fee purchasers can make accurate Judgments of the

qualities of articles.

5. iany lack knowledge as to where and how to get the

best values.

6. The lack of definite specifications on goods

time and prevents the consumer from getting the best value

for her money.



7. The great of articles shown bewilders the

8* The purchaser is too easily influenced by friends

or sales people.

9. The inability to duplicate a previous satisfactory

purchase presents a difficulty.

Class Activities:

1. Collect 20 advertisements of textile or clothing

sn—i illtles. Determine the per cent which give holpful in-

formation to the purchaser*

2. Interview five different people to find their

greatest difficulty in shopping. Compare tfc.o answers.

3. Give example of article bought which was not the

quality you thought when buying.

4. Count number of articles shown you for a recent

purchase and tell whether they helped or hindered in your

selection.

5. Eranine the label found on boss article. Dwkl

its wains to consumer In asking a wise purchase. Show

wherein it would be helpful or of no help.

Abel. Sueeeesful family life on moderate Income, p. 50.

Coles. The salesperson as an aid to the consumer
buyer. Practical Home Economics, p. 550-551,
Dec.. 1954.



Coles, What labels tell us about the goods we buy.
Practical Home Economics, p. 320-321.
Nov., 1934.

Coles and Agnew. Advertising and the consumer buyer.
Practical Home Economics, p. 8-9. Jan., 1935.

How to go shopping. Leaflet. Ladles' Home Journal,
p* 1.

O'Brien. Buying for the family. Journal of Home
Economics, p. 197-200, March, 1930,

Williams. Purchasing problems of the household buyer.
Journal of Home Economics, p. 724-730.
Oct. 1929.

References for the Teacher:

Coles. Standardisation of consumer's goods. Ch. II.

Cook. Problems of consumer buying. Journal of Home
Economics, p. 92-94. Feb., 1929.

Problem II . How are our purchases influenced?

Teaching Points:

1. The desire to be like others influences one to copy

their possessions and make similar purchases.

2. Many base their selection on fashion rather than on

intrinsic or aesthetic value.

3. Agresslve sales campaigns create new desires In

the consumer and direct his present wants.

4. The"easy payment" plan encourages the consumer to

buy beyond his present needs or ability to pay.

5. The purchaser 'f judgment is swayed by the opinions

of friends and associates.



6. The amount of money one can afford to spend limits

and directs the purchasing activities*

7. The standard of living of an individual or family

determine many of the choices.

8. The desire for show and display rather than buying

for needs consistent with the income, is often the basis

of selection.

9. The possession of numbers of "things" or commodities

gives some Individuals a great feeling of satisfaction.

Class activities:

1. List your reasons for wanting the following -

pajamas, a beret, a suede jacket.

8* Vhy does a high school or college girl want a fur

coat?

S. List articles which you bought in order to be like

your friends.

4. List the factors to which you give most considera-

tion when buying a whiter coat. List the ones your mother

considers most important. How do they compare?

5. List the articles you have purchased for which you

received the desire from advertisements or displays.

6. List all the factors which influenced your desire

and selection of the four last articles that you have

purchased.



Abel. Successful family life
Ch. 18.

wMMwa

Baker. Clothing selection end purchase, p. 222-231.

Hoyt. The consumption of wealth, p. 35-44; 124-127;
Jh. 25.

Justin end Rust, ' r
< living, p. 71-76; 95-97.

Kyrk. Economic problems of the family, p. 44S-458.

Refersneos for the Teacher:

Trufent and i-'oster. How easy are easy payments?
Journal of Home Economics.
Liarch, 1S34.

p. 157-141.

Problem III. How are prices of clothing and textiles de-
termined?

Teaching Points:

1. The coat of the raw material affects the price of

the goods.

2. The quality of the material or products helps de-

termine the price.

S. The cost and conditions of production affect the

selling price.

4* High powered advertising le often a means of bring-

ing a high price.

5. Kew styles and exclusive designs bear a price out

of all proportion to the coat of material and production.

6. The privileges of charge accounts, taking goods

out on approval, and Installment purchasing increases the

cost to the consumer.



7. The overhead expenses of the merchant must be paid

for froE the selling prlee.

6. Prices vary with the supply and demand.

9. The number of hands through which cceaaoditics pass

before reaching the consumer affect the price.

Class Activities:

1. Have buyer from a department store tall: to class

telling of trip to market, how goods are displayed and

selected, and of how fashion and style add to cost of goods.

2. Secure cash and installment prices on fur coat,

car, rug. Determine the per cent of interest the buyer

pays on the purchase

scertain from a department store twiat It costs to

deliver goods.

4. Display chart of costs for sending out goods on

approval.

5. Visit an end of season clothlnr; sale and find the

difference that demand has made in the price.

6. Collect prices on staple and novelty Tuaterlals and

7. ?ind price of carrying a typical advertisement in a

paper and in a popular magazine.



Mmmmi
Baker. Clothin ; selection and purchase, p. 231 -238.

nuttrlck. Principles of clothing selection, p. 155-
159,

Dooley. Clothing and style, p. 6-8; 15 - 18;
304-305.

5riend. Eaminj and ependin.;; the fariily ineooe.
p. 2S6-304.

Jordan. Clothing: fundamental problems, p. 355.

Leurte. The coat of returning goods. Journal of
Bom Eeonoaics. p. 149. Feb., 1930.

Rathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and drees, p. 176.

Probleta IV. How does the buyer's attitude and ethics aid
In Intelligent selection?

Teaching Points:

1. An open nxnd toward education or Information on

purchases contributes to wise selection.

2. Too auoh dependanoe on the opinion of others pre-

vents the development of judgment in selection.

3. The less busy hours of tha day are the bast time

for shopi-v

4. Courtesy and consideration to the sales person should

be shown at ail times.

5. The purchaser should specify his wants as definitely

as possible to the sales parson.

6. The shopper should avoid abuse of the charge,

delivery, end approval services of the store.



of all bills la essential.

should count change

In fairness to the

Class Nativities:

on a trip am to olass the

In salesman's attitude toaard the iimtHum

nd oaa aho Is not.

2. Llat the specifications one would ft* give the

If boring coat, and powder.

Baker, clothin- selection and purehaso. p. 244-247.

Oaylor. The Isn't
p. SO. Mb. 9, IMS,

right, fioholastlc.

p. 24.

m? is thara a
•tftaHl p. o. 2 , IMI,

no* to go
p. I

Clothing

i

Leaflet. Ladles Hose Journal.

tal problems, p. B68»SW.

Bona living, p.

and Salts. Textiles and clothing• P.

and Tarpley. labries and draas. p. 177-100;
MO-183.

for the Teacher:

eataj

1MB.
P. 81,



p» 27.
I :concr.xc3

Lourie. The cost of returning good*. Journal Hone
Economics, p. 149. eb.,1930.

kite. Economies of consumption. Ch. 16.

do standardisation and apeclf1cat ions aid
the oarer?

Teaching Points:

1. The Is subject to fraud and misrepresenta-

tion through adulterated and mlsbxanded goods.

2. Few people. If any, are ahle to Judge entirely the

quality of the goods they are buying.

S. The consumer can be better protected against fraud

by the of prescribed

standards for manufactured goods and the enforcement of

these standards.

4. Standardized goods should bear labels giving the

terms of the standards as qualities, also, and weight In

order that the consumer amy know what he la getting.

5. Informative labeling of goods would enable the ee

sonar to secure the purchase best suited to his needs in

proportion to the price.

6. The development and adoption of standardlaation

on the interest and of the

-bayar should read labels before

purchasing.



8. It la possible to reduce waste and to lover cost

through standardisation.

Class Activities:

1. Examine some silts, unweighted, and weighted, with

different kinds and amounts of weighting materials, and

how many can detect the presence and kind of weighting.

2. w™<«« the labels on different goods to see what

information la given. Bow valuable would It be in purohea-

ingt

3. Choose from a number of materials of the same kind

those that appear to be the beat quality. Compare to awe

of you wade the same selections.

Standardization a woman's problem. Journal Am.
Association of university "omen. p. 1-4.
June, 1930.

of the houeehold. p. 362-370;Andrews.

Coles. Bow standards help consumers to buy intelli-
gently. Practical Borne Economics, p. 171.
June, 1935.

Standardization of consumers' goods. Ch. 16.

p. 14,

for consumers' geeas.
Feb. 9, 1935.

c"'Ol,:3tiC.

Dooley. Clothing and style, p. 319-320.

Friend. Earning and spending the family incc
p. 290-293.

Haas. Textile fabrics and their use., p. 256-267.



How to go •hopping* Leaflet, Ladle* Hone Journal.
P. 7-0.

Know youreelf * a oonauaer. Scholastic, p. 11.
:-eb.s, loss.

Clothing! lte fundanental problems, p. 354-

Juatln and Bust* "coo living, p. 76-03.

Kyrk. BmmbU preMlono of the (tally, p. 470-403.

List of standard elsea of knit
of rtendarda. Textile taction.

Beck. Clothing and houeebold goods for the eonaunor.
Annals of Auerlaan Hadway of Political and
octal .clenoe. p. 36-48. Key, 1984.

O'Brien. 3uyln;; for the fondly. Journal "one
lea. p. 197-800. arch, 1930.

Tmrpley. Ssbrlcs and dreae.

Todd. Clothea for girls, p. 380 -332.

lee of eonenrption. Ch. 6.

for the Teacher >

p. 180-183.

Mk of eonauner baying. Journal H
p. 98-94. r-eb., 1980.

'j-.teroBtin tic
tlona.
iareh, 1030.

"yrk. ffastea in the
ef the Acerlean

In atandarda and apoelfloe-
Bome Kccncartoo. p. 804.

•s dollar. The Annals
of Polltioal and

l- , I8M,

Parade of *o v.en
ob., 1931.

Forts*, p. 08-06.

standardisation of
one

Blal drees patterns. Journal
p. 870-872. April, 1989.



i.weitaor. The oonaoner and the retailer of today.
Journal Heme Economic*, p. 731-738.
et., 192£>.

Walte. Economies of consumption. Ch. 16.

Problem VI. Baa shall we ehooae our nethod of buying*

Teaching Points:

1. Tha eoaeon methods of buy in:; are installment, cash,

charge, telephone order, and nail order.

2. Tha places to buy are department stores, chain

stores, cash and carry stores, specialty shops, neighbor-

hood stores, sail order houses, the professional shopper,

and the direct selling Manufacturer.

3. Seasonal sales say offer unusual opportunities for

purchasing staple articles, but one must be able to judge

the quality in relation to ones needs to buy at a bargain

4. The ultimate coat of goods bought on the lnst

plan is often extremely hi^h in proportion to the cash price.

5. The installment plan encourages people to buy be-

yond their ability to pay.

6. The privileges and conveniences that department

stores furnish their customers Bake shopping more pleasant

but add to the coat of the goods.

7. Stores aelllng for cash are able to offer gooda at

coat to the purchaser.



8. Time and money are saved by knowing the type of

store where one can «ult the needs and buy to the beet

advantage.

9. few people can Judge values well enough to buy

from any but a reputable dealer.

Class Activities:

1. Compare the prices of a staple article of the sane

brand at different types of stores as department, cash and

carry, chain, nail order, and apec laity.

2. Compare conveniences offered to customers In

different types of stores.

5. Find coat of delivering packages from soma mart

4. Classify clothing sale advertisements Into seasonal

and bargain sales.

References:

Abel. Successful family life on moderate Income, p.5.

Andrews. T teoiiomlcs of the household, p. 546-347;
575-300.

Baker. Clothing selection and purchase, p. 259-244.

Coles, when we buy at sales. Practical Hone Eeoiic

p. 72-73. Barch, 1"

Donham. Marketing and housework manual. Ch. 3-5.

Dooley. Clothing and style, p. 507.

How to go shopping. Leaflet. Ladles Hone Journal,

p. 1-3.



ttinyon-Uopkiiie. Junior home problems, p. 102.

mAmb

Panics and time payments. Htrpers. p. 612-
621. April, 1951.

• SBGowan. Textiles, p. 494-497; 503-507.

What la the consumer' s responsibility toward
purchaaino activities?

TMwhlne Points:

jne of lanm'i responsibilities la apendlnr the

income to meet the needs of the individual end family.

2. ihe consumer's aoolal duty la to know the conditions

under which garments and fahrica are produced and patronize

those firms that provide desirable conditions.

3* The consumer's desire to have sonethin . new and to

emulate hi#ier classes la partly responsible for frequent

style changes.

4. Consumer demand for rapidly changing fashions In

Inexpensive clothing results in poor working conditions and

low wages in clothing and textile industries.

5. Seasonal demands of the shopper cause alternate

periods of rush production and industrial depression.

6. The cooperation of the consumer is necessary to

improve present social and economic conditions.

7. abac a purchase has not met the claims oade for it

at the time of purchasing, the buyer should return the

article and ask for adjustment.



8. The consumer's duty is to demand quality labels and

reliable guarantees with her purchases and to buy from

merchants who carry such goods.

9. The H.R.A. label has been a means of recognising

goods produced under conditions In compliance with code

regulations.

Class Activities:

1. Determine what stores In the community carry goads

made under approved conditions.

2. Determine what articles can be bought In coEsnunity

which are raade under approved conditions.

S. Give special reports on work of Consumers' League.

4. Report on the work of different testing bureaus.

5. Give special reports on the work of Consumers'

Advisory Board, and codes established under the H.R.A.

hat was their purpose?

it

Andrews. Economics of the household, p. 584-5C7;
580-889.

nuttriok. Principles of clothing selection, p. 146-
148.

Carver, Woolmen, and McGowan. Textile problems for
the consumer. Ch. 4.

ir-buyer.
p. 204-205.

Coles. The government and the con
Practical none Economics.
July, 1955.

Dooley. Clothing and style. Ch. 4.



u Clothing fundamental problems, p. 369-365.

Justin and Rust. Home living, p. 79-101.

Todd. Clothes for girls, p. 352-334.

II. HOW TO BB7 SWISS BQUIPMEBT AHD TRinilHC (OSS
wr.:

.i ).

Generalizations, Understandings, or Ideas to Be Developed

1. Efficient tools are essential to good workmanship.

2. The use to which the article Is to he put, the

qaallty of the article, and its cost should be considered

In selecting sewing tools.

3. The efficiency of sewing equipment depends on the

material from which it is nade, the method of its construe*

tion, its care, and its handling.when In use.

4. The buyer should acquaint herself with the types of

different pieces of equipment wanted ana their values be-

fore purchasing.

Careful study and inspection of the types and advan-

tages of different articles of sewlne equipment will aid

In its selection.

5. Proper care prolongs the life of tools used in

sewing.

Problem I. How shall I buy needles, pins, shears and
scissors?

Teaching Points:

1. The size and type of needle and pins chosen

on them



2, needles are eold In sizes rar^Iuc from Bo. 1, the

coarsest, to Bo. 12, the finest, and In packages of 12 to

24.

S. needles are classed by their lengths as milliner's

needles which are Ion;;, slurps, the average needle co

ly used for sewing, groand downs which are short and

suitable for fine work, and betweens which are the shortest

needles available.

«. The size of the eye varies In different types of

needles, crewels and darning needles bavins long «y»»»

and sharps snail eyes.

5. Pins are spld In papers snd boxes, the better

quality of pins usually coming In boxes.

6. Box pins are classed as banker's pins, which are

largo and coarse, dressmaker's pins which are medium sise

and silk pins which are fine with sharp points.

7. Scissors and shears are of four types, dressmaker'

a

scissors, shears, embroidery scissors, and buttonhole

scissors, and should be selected for tfte work they must do

8. It Is Important to buy shears and scissors

from good steel as they cut better, last longer, and can be

resharpened.

9. The buyer should test shears and scissors for

cutting qualities and buy guaranteed cutlery If possible.



10. Shears and scissors coainE up to a certain

standard are classified as firsts and mar!:ed with the name

of the Manufacturer which means that they are guaranteed

by the fins, bearing the name.

11. The life and efficiency of good shears and

scissors depend upon the use and care given than.

Class Activities:

1. Examine the different types of pins and needles and

the packages they come in. Bead the labels and find out

what Information can be obtained from thee before buying.

2. Test the different shears and scissors found In

class for cutting quality. Examine them to see liow many

have the manufacturer's label on them.

3. Borrow shears and scissors of different prices and

quality from a store and compare them and test then, end

examine them as to materials used, construction, finishing

and price.

4. List as many different brands of shears and

scissors as you can find.

References

:

Rathbone and Tarpley. fabrics and dress, p. 184-168.

How to buy scissors and sheers. Ladles
none Journal Cleaning Rouse of Constmer
Information Leaflet 235.



Problem II. How shall I buy thread, thimbles, tape
ures, and pin cushions?

Points:

1. The use of thread will determine Its kind, size,

and the yardage on the spool.

2. The sizes of white cotton thread vary from No* G

the eoareeat, to Bo. 200 the finest.

S. Colored cotton threads cone in sizes SO to 80 and

black up to 100.

4. Silk thread Is sold by letters free E to A, and as

fine as to 00 in black.

5. Sizes D and £ of silk thread are coarse and are

ni— illy called buttonhole twist.

€. The material used In construction, price, use, size,

and smoothness of outer surface should be considered In

buying thimbles.

7. A 60 Inch cloth tape, numbered frcta both ends,

bound at ends with metal tip, is more satisfactory than the

narrow cloth tape that Is contained in a roller.

8. Pin cushions should be made of closely woven cloth

and stuffed with hair, wool, ravelInge, or dried Spanish

Class Activities:

1. Examine the dliferent types of measures,

prises.



2. Look at the labels on spools of silk and cotton

thread.

5. Compare different types of thimbles. Evaluate

them In respect to type, materials, and coot.

Raferences

:

Rathbcne and Tarpley. ?abrlcs and dress, p. 185-189.

J6BsHsm_I£Ii. How shall I buy bindings and otiier flnlsblnjt
asterlalsT

Tsaohlng Points:

1. The quality, use, size and cost should be con-

sidered In buying ready made bindings.

2. Bias bindings are made from lawn, percale, cambric,

nainsook, batiste and wash silk or rayon.

5. Bindings should be chosen which are suitable In

quality of material end eolor to the material with which

they are to be combined.

4. tieam bindings and binding ribbons made from silk

or rayon may be purchased for use on silk and wool garment

5. Bias tapes wry In width from Bo. 1, 4/16 inches

wide, to Ho. 13, 1 inch wide. Ho. 5 (8A6 inch) is most

Mwaici'ily used end fits sewing machine binder attachments.

6. The purchaser should examine the label to see the

yardage and what guarantee is given as to color fastness.



7. Other finishing materials should be examined as to

durability, width, cost, yardage, and color fastness be-

fore purchasing.

8. Strong, tightly made braids are more serviceable

than looser ones, as they do not rough up so much with

9. Che purchasing of bindings sod finishing edgea Is

an economy in that it enables garments to be neatly finish-

ed with less time and work.

Class Activities:

1. Examine widths, materials, and colors of different

bias bindings.

2. Using scraps of goods make suitable combinations

as to color and texture with tapes and finishing materials

of different kinds.

renees i

Iyer. Textile fabrics, p. 164.

Bathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 222.

right's bias fold tape and trimsinga sewing book 23.
p. 22-52.

IVe Kow shall I huy laces and embroideries?

Teaching Points:

1. The cost, kind, use, and quality should be consider-

ed In buying laces and embroideries.



S» Lace and embroidery chosen should be suck that

it will last as Ions as the material of the garment.

3. Embroideries come on a variety of backgrounds and

one should he chosen which is similar in weight and tex-

ture to the garment.

4. One buying embroidery should notice the embroidery

and the edge to see that the work is firs and close in

order to prevent fraying with laundry and wear.

5. Lace and embroidery can be bought in the font of

beading, insertion, edging, and yard goods.

6. The pattern and texture of the lace should be

appropriate to the material with which it la to be used.

7. Laces are hand or machine made sad ere made from

either cotton or linen thread.

a. Band made lace is such more expensive than machine

made laee, and is softer and has more Irregularities than

9. Lace which is closely woven of heavier threads and

with shallow scallops is more durable than a laoe which

is loosely woven of light loose tireads and with deep

seal lops.

10. The most commonly used laces are Valenciennes

(German or French), Cluny, Torohon, Filet, and Irish.

Class Activities:

1. Using samples of laces and materials make suitable

tions for different purposes.



2* Select laces suitable for baby dresses, underwear,

household purposes aid silk dresses*

3. Mount samples of different kinds of laces*

4. Examine lsees to tell whether they are machine

suitable coEblnatlons of embroideries and

6. Examine stitches, edges, and scallops of different

—broideries to see which

Hi

swafe&w*

Dyer. Textile fabrics, p. 164-172.

Bathbone and Tarpley. fabrics and dress, p. 30-43*

to know textiles, p. 79-86.

OTIT . HOW TO BOY CLOTHING MATERIALS (TWO WEEKS),

generalizations. Understandings or Ideas to Be Developed

1. Choice of material for a garment is Influenced by

toe use of the garment, the cost, the wearing quality, and

the appearance of the material.

2. The appearance and wearing quality of material are

affected by the fiber'used, construction of cloth,

and toe finishing processes used.

3. The cost is affected by the appearance ana quality

of material, toe season, the demand, the place of

the prevailing styles, smd whether the goods is a staple



4. The buyer is subject to fraud and misrepresentation

the substitution of fibers, and through finishing

processes that conceal inferiority of goods, most of which

cannot be detected by inspection.

5. The buyer should be able to obtain reliable in-

formation in regard to the factors that make for the

appearance and wearing quality of the material, and he

should carefully examine than before buying.

6. Certain simple and easily made tests, in the

absence of informative labels, will aid in the selection

of materials and should be applied.

7. Interest on toe part of the buyer on the points

that assure good appearance and durability will hasten

tic labeling of materials.

hat should influence us in choosing dress
materials?

Teaching Points:

1. The material chosen for a garment should be appro-

priate to the occasion at which it is to be worn.

2. The weight and texture of a fabric influenee its

use.

3. The amount of wear a Garment Is to receive should

influence its choice.

4. Conservative styles and colors should be chosen

for a more than one season garment.



6. The laetei'lal should too attractive In appearance.

6. The design of material should be artistic, milted

to the "arret desi'n, and aolted to the wearer.

". The aarant of eklll one has In eeadng should in-

tha dress naterial beurht,

G. The amount of money to toe spent and tho euro and

of Mtterial affect its choice.

M

Reaa. Textile fibers and their nee. p. 270-C30,

Ml MpisnV* abries aal dross. . I - i

91-98, 100.

Be* shall we box cotton aaterlels?

Teaching Pointst

1. The' labrle selected should bo suitable for the

ojasllty of cotton doth depends en the length

of fiber need, construction, and finishing jjruesssos used,

3* The cost of cotton oloth depends on the quality of

the cloth, the season, the place bought from, fashion, end

whether a staple or novelty*

4. Cotton cloth aade of long fiber is sore durable

cloth aade of short staple*

8, S1«Sng Is often used to cover Inferior quality of

L.

6* In buyln, cotton material one should ——-«~» the



S3

fineness aid closeness of the weave and test for sizing*

7. The fastness of color end the type of preshrinawaj*

should be indicated in some manner.

8. A fair degree of balance between warp and filling

insures a greater durability than fabrics showing

unbalanced construction.

9. isaterlal nay be tested for firmness of weave by

drawing over the thumb to see if threads pull apart.

Class Activities:

thread count of several1. Using a pick glaas nal

different materials. Bote how they compare in this quality.

Compare the number of warp yarns with filling yarns.

2. wash and rob between the hands several different

cotton materials to find some that are sized and some that

are not.

3. Measure several different samples of cotton mater-

ials, wash them, and then remeasure. Estimate the shrink-

age per yard of goods for each one. Compere with the

originals to see if they were color fast to water.

4. Mount samples of cotton cloth on cardboard and

expose half of the samples to sunlight for a number of

hours and then compare with original.

5. Test a number of samples of cotton materials by

drawing over the thumb to see If the yams pull apart,

sent separately those that would pull apart at the seas

and those that would not.



References:
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How shall we buy linen materials?

Teaching Points

i

1. The Intended use of the material, the cost, the

appearance, and the quality of the cloth should be con-

sidered In buying linen materials.

2. Linen made from the long or line fibers is mors

ath and gloasy, stronger, and more durable than that

from short or tow fibers.



3. Linen undo from the snort flax fiber Is coarser,

lass smooth and glossy than that made from long fibers

and becomes rough with laundering and wear.

4. Cotton fibers are often treated to appear like

linen so that It Is difficult for the shopper to detect

substitution.

5. The oil test may be used to tell whether material

Is cotton or linen; cotton remains opaque and linen

translucent when tested with olive oil.

6* Sizing is often used to cover Inferior quality In

linen.

7. Rubbing between hands and applying the iodine test

are often used to detect sizing.

Class Activities:

1. Observe a linen fiber under the microscope.

£. Hub between the hands several different linen

materials to see If there is any sizing.

3. Drop iodine on material to detect any starch used

in sizing*

4. Hake a thread count of several different linen

materials.

5. Drop olive oil on some linen and cotton materials

which are made to resemble linen. Compare results. In

doing this be sure that all dressing is removed.
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ryer. Textile fabrics, p. 38, 68, 155, 54, 74, 307.
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Problem IV. no* sbs.ll ve buy rayon materials?

Teaching Points!

1. The use to which the material is to be put, the

cost, the appearance, and the quality of the cloth should

be considered in buying rayon materials.

2. Rayon is more lustrous than silk, stiffer, wrinkles

mom readily, is less expensive, and comes In many beauti-

ful colors.

3. Rayon is often woven with another fiber to increase

its durability,

4. Pvayon is leas durable than other fibers when »et,

is not readily injured by perspiration, and except for the

acetates is easy to launder although it dries slowly.

5. ,ho kinds of rayon are acetate, viscose, iiemberg,

and nitrocellulose or Tubize.

6. Acetate rayons are more nearly like silk in feel

and luster, melt when close to heat as with a hot iron,

are hard to handle in cleaning, and do not absorb moisture

as well as the others.



7. Acetate rayons are sold under the trade names of

Celanese, Luatron, and Celleatran.

8. Baoberc 13 a high jrade rayon which does not melt

when subjected to high terperature aa the acetates do, and

can be treated In pressing and cleaning in the

as silks.

9. Viscose rayons meeting certain standards of equality

are sold under the crown brand, a trade nasie.

10. Good rayon materials are made of fine, well

twiatert yarns and constructed so there is little fraying,

slipping, and fu*«5ng«

class Activities:

1. Examine rayon materials and make comparisons with

silk.

2. Ilxoaine materials of rayon combined with other

fibers.

3. Compare acetate rayons with silk end with rayons

made from other processes and see if any difference can be

found.

4. Compare different pieces of worn rayen and deter-

mine what made the difference in the -varying wearing

qualities.
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Textile fibers and their use. p. 286-245.
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Problei Y. How shall we buy silk materials?

Teaching Points:

1. The quality in relation to price, the appearance,

and use of the material should be considered in buying

silk materials.

2. The quality of silk material depends on the fiber

used, the construction, and. the finishing processes used.

3. Silk fibers are made from the cultivated reeled

fiber, spun fiber, and wild silk.

4. Silk fabrics made from the cultivated reeled fiber

ere more lustrous, smooth, and durable then either the

spun or wild silk.

5. 211k fabrics with a firm weave are less apt to pull

at the seams, shrink, or stretch, and are more likely to

hold their shape.

6. Weighting is used to extend the silk fiber. A

high percentage of weighting causes the fabric to split

at points of friction end wear, cut on stitching lines,

sauces it hard to press, and less dependable in color.



7. Ihe use of load weighted fabrics la to be cpaea-

tloned as the substance used for weighting say he Injur-

ious to the wearer*

8. ?nre dye ellk, as adopted at a trade practice

conference under the auspices of the Federal Tiw.de comis-

sion, contains no nore then ten per cent of any fiber or

jfcataim other than ellk except black which nay contain

16 per cent*

8. a few staple teats my Indicate the presence of

weight In;-,, but no reliable lnforation as to kind end

anoint present Is available to oonsuiaers generally without

authentic labels.

10. The Duress of standards has a method of deternln-

lng the percentage of weighting and en accelerated age

gives in a few hours the perforaenee of silk through

nontbs of wear, but such a test is not possible in

the hem.

11. The continued dewand of the consumer will be

necessary to induce the silk trade to label their silks

w&tfa this lnfonset Ion.

Class Activities

t

1. Judge samples of purs dye silk and silks with

different amounts end kinds of weighting to see if the

various ones can be distinguished.

. ;ee buminc teste to detect veigitlag*



5. Feel weighted and pare dye alike end note diffor-

cocoa founds

4. Bring eone old eilk garments end eee If you can

determine why

5. C<

well and some did not.

reeled, span, end wild alike.

6. Find oat at stores what information is given on

labels of their silks in regard to fiber end finishing

used and expected performance*

labels for pure eilk.ooojc ana wore*
Practical Hoaw Eeonomlcs. p. 540-349. Deo. ,1934.

Dyer. Textile fabrics, p. 54-35, S7-36» 73-74.

Handbook of buying. Consumer's Reaearch confidential
bulletin, p. 65. iept., 1934.

Hess. Textile fibers and their use. p. 154-175,
273-277.

Hack. Clothing and household goods for the consumer.
Annals of American Academy of Political and
Social Science, .'ay, 1934.

Scott. Labels on clothes we buy. Journal of Home
Economies, p. 546-550. Nov., 1934.

Silk, rayon and other synthetic fibers. Better
.uyncr..-" '•. Ch. S.

Snail. How to know textiles, p. 270-288.

Problem 71. How shall we buy wool materials?

Teaching Points:

1. The (jiality in relation to price, the appearance,

and the use of the material should be considered in buying

wool materials.



wool

2* Wool materials of good quality an B*de of high

g lonr;, anlmgtd fibers In finely twisted yerna, and

are relatively flrra and closely woven*

3. Wool droaa fabriea are of two kinds,

woolens.

«* Worsteds are wade of long, good quality

fibers. In definite weaves and flrw finishes*

6* Worsteds wear longer, keep their shape better, and

ere wore expensive then woolens, bat tend to become shiny

with wear*

ft* Woolens are redo of the shorter wool fibers, are

eoaetlaes heavier and warner then worsted, and are save

apt to be adulterated, due to their fulling and felting

qualities.

7. Wool fabrics arc adulterated by ailing with ootton

or by ueiziG reworked wool, often eelleo shoddy, to take the

place of pert of the new or virgin wool.

8* Wool fabrics in sSsna—»1 weewea usually are better

values than novelties*

9* the alkali teat oan be used by the eonsuner at

to tell whether wool Is adulterated with ootton, but only

by informative labels can he know whether the notorial is

virgin or re*ostod wool*



10. Other testa that aid In distinguishing qualities

are pulling out the yarns and examining; them for twist and

length, brushing the hack of the fabric to see If flocks

fall out, rubbing between the hands to see If the finish

cones off, squeezing In the hand to see if It Is elastic,

and washing a piece that has been attached to a piece of

white cloth to see If It bleeds.

Class Activities:

1. Look at long and short wool fibers under the mlcro-

scope. How do they compare?

2. Examine worsted and woolen Materials until they can

be readily distinguished.

3. Examine used garments in worsteds and woclena.

Compare them In appearance and in how they have kept their

shape according to the time worn.

4. Look at the labels on some ready made wool garments

to see what 13 told about the kind of wool used. 'low would

you evaluate the Information given?

5. Test some supposedly wool materials with the alkali

test to tell whether they are all wool, or adulterated with

cotton.
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08IT IV. BUriBO OUR HOSIStT ASE UHDHBIEaR (ORE WEEK).

Generalisations, Understandings or Ideas to 3e Developed

1. The appearance of the garment. Its fit, probable

wearing quality, style, use to which It Is to be put, and

price In relation to income should be considered in select-

ing hosiery and underwear.

2. The consumer buyer should carefully examine hosiery

and underwear before buylnc and should obtain all reliable

information possible In regard to the factors that affect

their appearance, fit, and wearing qualities.

3. Interest on the part of the buyer on the points

which assure good appearance, proper fit, and wearing

quality will hasten the authentic labeling of garmenta as

qualities.



4* Special sale goods should be avoided unless one Is

a good judge of quality.

5. Ltendardlxed sixes In hosiery and underwear would

assure the buyer that she Is getting the size desired, and

would eliminate confusion resulting from diversity of

measurement Methods and provide a uniform basis for guaran-

tecin.. full else. At the present time permissive standards

have been developed for sixes in hosiery knit

6. The waehablllty and color fastness should be con-

sidered In buying hosiery and underwear.

7. The construction,which includes the type of seams,

reenforeements at all points of wear, and durable edge

finishes should be considered In selecting underwear.

Problem I. How can I judge quality in hosiery?

Teaching Points:

1. The appearance of the hose, use to which they are

be put, fit, wearing quality, color, and color fastness,

and price should be considered in buying hosiery.

2. The appearance of hose depends on the weight sad

smoothness of the yarn and fineness of the gauge.

S. The weight is determined by the number of strands

twisted in each thread, varying from two to four strands

per thread In the sheer hose, to IS to 14 strands per

thread In the heavy or service weight hose.



4. The fit of hose depends on the way of making, the

full fashioned fitting better than the tubular knit or

semi fashioned*

5. The wearing quality of hose depends on the number of

"threads" asking up the yarn, kind and quality of fiber used,

mount and kind of twist in the yarn, the gauge, fashioning,

reinforcements at heel, toe, and hen, methods of finishing,

and absence of defects.

6. The batter appearing and finer qualities of how*

have a higher gauge 52-58 loops; 45-58 loops makes a good

wartlutn quality which is stronger and wears better than the

»ory fine; while 39-44 ie a poor quality.

7. The number of strands, gauge, size, fiber used,

and whether first or seconds should be stated on the label.

8. The buyer should examine carefully the fashion

t* of the hose, look for defects, test the elasticity,

examine the reenforcements.

9. The elasticity of hose should be such as to give a

stretch of 11$ to 12 inches at the top, and about 7 Inches

at the instep.

10. A high number of fashion marks is an evidence of

quality and may bo as high as 72 in a four thread, 42 gauge

hose, and 86 in a two and three thread 48 gauge ingrain.



Class Activities:

1. Examine your own hose to see If you can tell

whether they are tubular, send fashioned or foil fashioned

and whether they are chiffon, aeni-servico, or service

weight.

2. Examine the reenforcements of your hose end see

whether all places where there Is friction or wear are

eavered.

3. notice year stockings to see whether the reenforco-

ente are silk or cotton and decide where It would be

better to have cotton reenforcements and where it would be

better to have silk.

4. Examine the fashion marks on your hose to see if

they brine the fullness in the right place. Examine the

seams to see if they are strong and well finished.

5. Inquire at some stores and find which ones can tell

you the number of threads, gauge number, and kind of fiber

used in the hose they sell.

6. Examine the labels on sone new hoee to see what

information Is given. Do you consider it adequate to

guide you In making a satisfactory purchase?
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A basis for a performance apeeifioation for wcawns 1

full fashioned silk hoaiery. national Bureau of

Standards Publication v.. 149. April, 1935.

Suxilep. A unit on the eelectlon of hoaiery. Practical
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Probl— II, Bow ehall I buy hosiery?

Teaching Point at

1. In buying hoae one ahould eonaider the material

and color of hoae and ahould aim to have the hose harmonise

with the costume and occasion.

2. Chooaing a aixe that la long enough in both foot

and leg makes for durability and comfort.

3. Pull faahloned hoae coat more than tubular or semi

faahioned, but fit better.



4. Bibbed circular knit hose ere better for children

as they are »ore durable end fit better.

5. Hose with eotton reenforoements give ttie hest veer.

6. Hose made dull by using grenadine yarns that are

single strands of raw silk twisted many times one way and

then the other, wear better, but eoet more than those in

which a dull finish Is produced chemically.

aconds are defective hose and should be examined

carefully before buy:'

0. Hosiery sold at special sale prices should be

avoided unless one Is a good Judge of quality.

9. Buying more than one pair of stockings alike la an

economical practice.

Class Activities:

1. Prom a number of pairs of hosiery pick out pairs

which would be suitable for the following occasions: party,

street, golf, hiking.

2. Select hoeiery to wear with the following costumes:

pink summer afternoon drees; dark green crepe winter dress*

dark blue knit suit for fall, roae taffeta evening dress,

bream leather coat with tweed skirt and beret.

3. Examine the lengths in a box of hosiery of the same

else and deeide which would be better to buy for yourself.



1. hook, at the difference in construction between

ciiildrene and woman's hose. Explain Why they are made so

differently, and why children 1 • hose are not full fashioned

and women's are.

5. Examine some firsts and seconds in hoee. Decide

which yon think would be better to buy. 3a able to ex-

plain your choice to friends or family.

Heferences

:

cook. Grenadine hosiery. :
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p. 112. Oct., 1530.

' Regulars and Irregulars *a hose. Hea» Bwoiwlw
Hews. p. 13. Jan., 1932.

Pfeiffer. Sranadlne hosiery. Report in Journal
Home Economics, p. 1034. Deo., 1930.

Rathbone and Tarpley. Pabries and dress, p. 119-123.

Todd. Clothes for girls, p. 307-310.

Problem III, ahat shall I consider in buyinc underwear?

Teaching Points:

1. Durability, appearance, eaae of laundertec fit,

coat, fastness of color, season, and the occasion and type

of garment with whieh It is to be worn should be conaidered

in buyinc; underwear.

2. Underwear la made of woven and knit materials

of cotton, linen, silk, wool, and rayon fibers; knit

being extremely popular at the present time.



3. ool, silk and wool, and fleece lined knit goods

arc nought for warmth.

4. The choice of silk, linen, rayon, or cotton under-

wear materials depends on personal preference and price one

can afford to pay.

5. The coat of underwear depends on the kind and

quality of fiber free which it is made, the construction,

the type of workmanship, and the oxcluaivenese of the

design*

6. TTnderwear should he of naterlfal that is eaay to

launder and faat in color.

7. The quality of fiber in the fabric, the tensile

atrength, the weight of yarn and gauge of knit materials,

the count and the relative weights of warp and filling

threads in woven Bateriala, tlie amount of dressing in the

material, and the quality of tricmlng* used, determine

the durability of underwear.

8. Information should be given on the label as to the

wasMblllty and the factore which affect the durability

of the garment.

9. The adoption of standard sieea ie making it

poealble to know what meeeoramenta to expect from certain

sixes.

10. The correct slxe is Important in obtaining

comfort and maximum wear from an undergarment.



Class Activities:

X. Baualne some knit underwear that is new and acme

different pieces which have had repeated launderings. Gan

70a tell why sorae pieces look so ouch more like the

original garment than others?

£. Look at some shorts and panties made of rayon,

ilat crepe, glove silk, muslin, and percale, and decide

which would be a better buy for a business girl on small

Income, some one traveling, and a little girl. Give

reasons for your decision.

S. Measure sane different garments of the same size

and type and see if the same sizes have identical measure-

ments*

4. See what information you can obtain from stores

concerning the wearing qualities and washability of differ-

ent undergarments.
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Problem IV . How shall I Judge quality In knit underwear?

Teaching Points:

nit underwear is more elastic than woven and thus

lows more freedom of motion, does not wrinkle



a, and requires less work In laundering.

2. Knit materials tend to form runs if a stitch is

broken and stretch out of shape ehile woven materials do

not.

3. Warp knitthi- fonts runs less easily, keeps its

shape better, and is more expensive than weft knitting.

4. The wales: or warp knit run lengthwise of the

fabric.

5. Rib knit is more elastic, wears better, and is more

comfortable than plain knit.

6. The seams on knit underwear should be flat locked

or covered for comfort and durability.

7. Plain tape, hem, or facings on knit underwear wear

better and are more satisfactory than fancy edgings.

8. Durable knit underweer has reenforcements on such

places S3 crotch, underarms, fastenings, edges, collars, and

cuffs.

0. The trimmings on underweer should be simple, durable

and appear to be part of the ^anient.

10. Jaroents that have been made by fashioning than

from knitted material fit better and stretch less than

tubular knit goods but cost more.

Class Activities*

1. Look at a new slip, pair of bloomers, nightgown and

brassiere of knit material and some that have been worn.



Then look at similar garments of woven material that are

new and ones that have been worn. Decide which you would

rather have for each garment and give reasons for your

2. Snwtiw some knit garments and see if you can tell

which is warp knit, weft knit, plain knit, and rib knit and

which would give better service. Examine some of these

sane kinds of garments after wear and see which has worn

better.

3. Examine some knit underwear with different kinds of

edge finish and tell which you think would be more durable

and why.

4. Look at a tubular knit garment and a fashioned knit

garment which have had wear and laundering s and decide an

which you think would be the better buy.
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Y. HOW TO BUT READY HADE OARKHfTS (TWO TO THRKB

Generalisations, understandings or Ideas to 3e Developed

1. Appearance, ooat, fit, durability, becomlngnsss,

serviceability, Individuality, comfort, beauty of line,

color, and texture of fabric are Important factors In the

selection of ready made garments.

2. True economy deals with durability, suitability to

needs, amount of care neode , conservative styles, and how

tbe garment fits in with one's wardrobe, as well as cost.

S. Thought and consideration to one's needs, and what

one can afford to pay, should be made before purchasing.

4. The material, construction, and workmanahlp should

be examined before purchasing*

5. Garments should be tried on to determine the be-

comlngness of style, color, and ratorlal, and fit.

6. In fitting a garaent one should notice whether the

garment will stand strain, that extra width is given where

needed, that lengths are desirable, and that the garment

sets smoothly to the figure.

7. The kind and quality of material used, the kind and

quality of trlaaing, and the way the garment Is made,

determine the value of the garment.

8. Guaranteed garments of guaranteed materials are

often good values, depending much upon the firm back of the



garment,

9. The quality of the trimming on a garment should be

equal to the quality of the garment, should add to its

appearance, and should give It a good finish.

rrobl— I. What shall I consider In buying dresses?

Teaching Points:

1. Attractiveness, suitability to one's needs and

wardrobe, fit, becomlngness, and durability in relation to

the prioe are important considerations in buying ready-made

2. The kind of garment needed, the fabric best suited

to the purpose, and the price one can afford to pay should

be decided on before going to purchase.

3. The material, construction, and workmanship should

be examined before trying on.

4. Definite information in regard to fiber used,

shrinkage, weighting or alxlng, and color fastness to sun-

light, perspiration, and washing should be obtained frost

label and salesman.

5* The amount of care needed should be considered in

baying garments.

6. Guaranteed dresses of guaranteed materials are

often good values.

7. Extreme styles, colors, and fabrics Unit a garment

to one season of wear and are i. ore expensive than staple



materials, odors, and styles.

8. Garments should be tried on to determine the be-

ociningnese of style, color, and material, and to see

whether they fit the figure.

Class Activities:

1. Examine a ready-made dress worn by sons one In

Select the qualities which you think make the dress a good

purchase. Indicate the qualities which nay not be so

satisfactory.

S. Test soma worn out ready-aside garments for weiGhting,

thread count, sixing and other qualities.

3. Look at a well made and a poorly made ready-to-wear

dress and note the differences in workmanahip, fulness,

baas, trianing, and other qualities.

4. Find if any are intending to buy a ready-made dress

soon. Have them list kind needed, price they can pay, and

values deaired. Have then visit several ready-to-wear

shops, find best value for their need and price, and report

to class describing the dress, telling why it was the best

buy according to design, material, style, price, kind

needed, fit, workmanship, and trinmiag.

Dodeon. Better buying studies- Dresses, "xtenslon
ierviee. irnlveraity of California.

Dyer. Textile fabrics, p. 156-165.



in clothing select Ian. Extension service.
S. Dak. State Col. of Act*, and Isohanic
Arts. Clr. 255, p. 6.

l-riend. Earning and spending the family income.
p. 280-285.

Jensen, Jensen, and Ziller. .undainentals of home
economics, p. 65-

Ringo. Girls' and juniors' ready-to-wear. p. 37-72.

Scott. Labels on clothea we bay. Journal xiome
:mlcs. p. 540-550. Nov., 1984.

Quality guides in buying reao>raade dresses.
u. S. Dept. Agr. leaflet No. 155.

The planning of an economical wardrobe. jctenalon
£ir. »Jo. 409. Univ. of Heb. Agr. Col.

Problem II . What shall be my standards In select Ing a
dress?

Teaching Points:

1. The eolor of the dress should be becomin to the

wearer, harmonise with the rest of the wardrobe, be fast to

sun, perspiration, and laundry, and be suitable to occasion.

2. The style of the dress should be suited to the age

and type of person, and be appropriate to the purpose.

5. Material which has warp and fillln - thread of about

equal count and weight, which la closely woven of firmly

twisted threads, is without aixing or weighting, and is

from the long variety of fiber, is more durable than

iterlal without these characteristics.

4. A well made ready-to-wear dress has continuous

stitching throughout the length of the seam, flat wide



that will not fray, durable edge finishes and trim-

Inoaispleuoua joins, seams and figures to natch,

pleats of good depth, all nieces cut the right way of the

i, stitehlnge finlahsd, and allowances for alterations.

6. A properly fitted drosa allows for freedom of mows-

of ehoulders, arcs, hlpa and legs, hangs straight frcra

the width of the body, sets smoothly to the figure, has

ample length In body and sleeve, end pleaslnc proportion

In the length of waist end skirt.

One should both sit end walk In • dress before pur-

chasing to see if there Is sufficient width and length.

7. The quality of the triaslng of a garment should

equal the quality of the garment, be suitable for the

Material, Cdd to the attractiveness, and giro a good finish

to the garment.

Class Activities:

1. famine the dresses worn by class emti sre and pie*

out the ones which have shoulder as—a eerreetly placed,

sleeves of proper fulness, length, and fulness at elbow,

end proper fulness in hip, bust, and shoulders.

. orrow acme ready-made dresses from a ready-to-wear

Pupils indicate the girls on which the different

would be most suitable and becoming. Pupils select

the display the ones that would be heat all purpose

md the ones sultahls only for certain ooeasions.



Ose seme references as for problem X.

Problem. III, now shall I buy coats and suits?

Teaching Points:

1. Attractiveness, suitability to one's needs and

wardrobe, becomingneas, fit, and durability in relation to

price are important considerations in buying coats.

2. Coats are classed as dress, tailored, sport, or in

between, according to material used, color, style and con-

struction.

3. The type of coat needed, and the price one can

afford to pay should be decided before going to buy.

4. Buying coats or suits of good quality that will

for more than one season la economy.

5. Eatress styles or colors in a suit or coat limit

to one season's wear.

6. The amount of care needed should be considered In

buying coats or suits.

7. Trimming on a coat or suit should equal in quality

the material of the garment aad add to Its attractiveness.

8. The lining of a coat or suit should be carefully

examined for color, fit, sad durability of material, because

It definitely affects the appearance and durability of the

at.



S. A wall made coat or suit has Inconspicuous

and Joins, continuous stitching throughout the length of

the seam, is out straight, and has smooth fitting lining.

10. A ooat or suit fits wall if it allows for freedom

of movement of shoulders, arms, hips and legs, hangs

straight from the widths of the body, sets smoothly to the

figure, and has ample sleeve and body length.

11. The style and color of the coat or suit should be

suitable to the needs of the wearer and harmoniso with her

wardrobe.

12. The coat chosen should be of a style and color

that will emphasize the best in figure, face, and person-

ality of the wearer.

13. Wisdom is shown in avoiding Inexpensive coats

with fur collars.

Class Activities:

1. Examine different gnaifas of coats as to workmanship.

2. Hake a ahoppinc expedition and have sal eswoman try

different types and qualities of coats on girls. List

advantages and disadvantages of different coats.

5. Report on now coats that have been seen and good

and poor things noticed about them.

4. Look at coat linings of worn coats and find which

type of lining has been the more durable.

i rem pictures and samples of coatings from a coat



Material a and atylea suitable for different

and one boat auited for all purpoaoc.

Textile fabrioa. p. 175, 178, 168.

. and Ziller. Puwlawatital a of boa
eocooaoca. p. do*

tool clothing. Better Biij—iiatila No* 9. p. 16.

I, Hob- ahall I buy aweetera and knit

Polntat

1* Attractiveness, aultabil Ity to one 'a neada and

». fit* becoalngneaa, durability In relation to the

prlee are important con elderstlens in buying knit garaanta*

B. Knit garment a are comfortable, clinging, and wrinkle

but little, but are suitable only for sport and informal

r, fans runners if one of the loops break, and eeaily

out of shape.

9* «erp knit fabrioa hold their ahape better and are

leaa apt to run than weft knit fabrioa.

«. The correct aiae in a knit garaant la important

to Inaare durability.

5. Warp knit fabrics have wales that run

on tha face and erosswlee on the back.

6. A cheap knit garaant of poor quality of yarn

aaga, pouches, and loeea lta ahape*

7* A properly fitted knit garaant allows for freedom

of am—alii without strain, hanga atraight from the widths



of the body, sets ewnothly to the «cure, and bit good

iImtc and body length,

8» The kind ami quality of 7am used affects tha

Wiatomb and quality of the

class ,ictivltieas

1. Llat typos of

would be sultablo.

for which knit materials

8. Chooao a class •ho baa on a nice appearing

MM Have class noio tbo points which aoke It

a knit gamant that baa warn wall and kopt

Its shape with one which baa not. Dotewdne why If

possible.

4. Identify the yam in gamanta by teats and sugg—*

bow tha yam baa affected the appearance and durability

of the gerawnt.

6. ittaooaa typos of people to whoa knit

pyer. Textile fabrics, p. 60-63; 174.

Bow to know textiles. CU. 4.



Problem ?. How shall I bay bathrobes, klmonas, and
negligees?

leaching Points:

1. Appearance, daintiness, ease of cleaning, durability

In relation to cost, and suitability to purpose are values

desired In klmonas and negligees.

2. Warmth, attractiveness, ease of cleaning, and

durability In relation to coat are the most Important con-

siderations In buying a bathrobe.

3. Outing flannel, corduroy, cotton flannel, blanketing

material, eiderdown, and terry cloth make serviceable and

warm bathrobes.

4. Negligees are classed as serviceable or dress

according to material used, color, and way of making.

5. The amount of care needed should be considered In

buying bathrobes, klmonas, and negligees.

6. Japanese crepe and serpentine crepe make serviceable

klmonas and negligees.

7. Crede de Chine, kijscna silk, pussy willow, satin,

velveteen, crepe meteor and printed lawns make the dressy

type of klmonas or negligees.

8. Veil made bathrobes and negligees have seams that

will not fray and pull, inconapiouous Joins, etitchlngs well

fastened and continuous, trimming well put on, and trimming

equal in quality to the rest of the garment.



Class Activities:

1. Examine bathrobes and negligees of different types

and decide upon the conditions under which each would be

the best choice.

2. T?T»™<nft the workmanship and materials of these

different garments and determine which would be the better

value for one's money.

References:

Dyer. Textile fabrics, p. 184-185.

Problem VI . Bow shall I buy raincoats?

Teaching Points:

1. women's raincoats and capes are made of rubberised

material or oiled silk.

2. The rubberised garments are less expensive, less

easily torn, and warmer than the oiled silk ones but they

are not as light in weight nor do they stay water proof aa

long.

3. Raincoats and capes made from dry heat cured rubber

are better than those which are acid cured as less odor le

given off.

4. Raincoats and capes should be purchased from new

stock as rubber may decompose from heat and age.

5. The seams of the beat grade of raincoats are

cemented rather than stitched.

6. A second grade raincoat has part of the seams ce-

mented and part of them stitched, end the cheapest grade



has all the owns stitched.

7. Decomposition of rubber in raincoats is caused by

the presence of some injurious substance in the fabric tba

was rubberised, improper cure, or incorrect conditions of

stora o.

8. One should hold a raincoat or cape to the light be-

fore purchasing in order to detect any tiny holes or other

defects.

9. A guaranteed rubber garment should hold up as a

eUnianm from one to two years.

10. The color of the raincoat should fit in with the

rest of one's wardrobe.

11. A raincoat should have a wide lap in front or be

double breasted; have continuous, well fastened and strong

stitching if used; have strong seams, joins,and buttc

be lone enough to cover all one's clotblnj; and be loose

enough to be worn over heavy clothing.

12. Rain capes are easy to put on and cheaper then

raincoats but offer less protection.

Class Activities:

1. Compare a raincoat that has becoaw guaaij with one

that has not. Try to determine the cause.

2. Examine different raincoats as to workmanship and

lack of aklmplness and determine the best values.

3. Obtain prices of different raincoats and capes.

Ith other qualities.



References*

Baldwin. The shopping book. p. 194-195.

ilaincoats. Bureau of Standards. Bui. Ho. 12.

Problem VII. How shall I buy leather coat8?

1. Leather coats are nade principally of sheepskin,

horsehide, and sometimes calf and goat skin.

2. Sheepskin Is less resistant to abrasian, Is softer,

lighter, and irore pliable than the ethers.

3. Horsehide Is used for the better grade of coats and

Jackets as It Is tough, wears well, and will not chip or

crack.

4. Capeskln, a sheepskin from Cape Town, South Africa,

and sometimes incorrectly applied to any heery skin with

the grain showing, is used In the finest coats.

5. Cuede garments are sheepskin finished on the

flesh side.

G. Suede made of hair and cross wool type of sheepskins

la used In some fine coats as they bare the finest nap and

finest grain surface.

7. The flesh layer of split sheepskin Is uaed some-

times In leather garments and can be distinguished by a

coarse, loose texture on the back, and by thin weak spots.

8. The skins fron the hair type of sheep may be dis-

tinguished from the wool types of sheep by greater close-



87

and uniformity of texture, mud brilliancy and fineneaa

of grain surface.

9. Leather colors are not absolutely light fast, but

the blacks are the most light fast, then grey, reds, browns,

greens, and blues.

10. Leather garments keep out the wind, are shower

proof, but not wind proof.

11. A well nade leather coat is full cut, has Incon-

spicuous joine, is durable, baa well finished seams and

button holes, and has pockets securely sewed on.

12. A leather coat should be large enough to slip on

easily over other clothing.

13. The cost of upkeep should be considered In buying

leather coats as they soil easily and are swre difficult to

clean than cloth coats*

Class Activities:

1. iiome one Interview a leather merchant as to the

different kinds of leather, how to distinguish them, and

their advantages and diaadvantasee and report on it to the

class.

2. Examine leather coats of different kinds, grades, and

prices, and compare them as to appearance and durability.

Coats that have been worn will show durability better than

new ones.



" aldwln. The topping book* p. 841-844.

Of buy in. , Conauaert
bul. p. 60. rept., 1984*

oonfldontlal

Leather saraents. Bureau of standards. Jul. .;o, 14.

IWtti TIZIn Bow ahall I buy furs?

teaching Points

i

1. A local furrier or store with a good reputation and

penameat address la tbe boat place to buy furs.

2. tinny of the lnforior and inexpensive for* are

treated to imitate finer and costlier fura.

3. Tba buyer should Insist on knowing the kind of fur

she is purchasing sad eee that the reoelpt gives that nana*

the gement with others of the sans fur,

the akin to see that it is soft, pliant,

and strong, and should exnaine the pelt to see if it baa a

soft, thisk underfur.

4. The Federal Trade Caanisalon and Mir Industry hews

sdeptsd the following rules regardln labele and advert!**

lag on furs for the protection of tbe eonsaner-buyer, and

should be Inveetigated before baying*

a. The correct nana of tho fur oust be the last

of the deaeriptionj sad if any dye or blend la u*ed,

the word "dyed" or "blended" nust be inserted between tbe



signifying the fur that Is simulated and the true nana

of fur aa "Seal-Dyed Kuskrat".

b. All for* shaded, blended, tipped, dyed, or

pointed must be described as such aa "Black-Dyed Fox* or

"Pointed Fox".

o. libera the nans of any country or section Is used,

It shall be the actual country of the origin of ttie fur, as

"American Opossum". There the name of a country or place

Is used to designate a color, that fact shall be indicated

aa "Sltka-Dyed Pox."

d. Where goods are sold under a Registered Trade

Hark, that trade mark should be incapable of misrepresenta-

tion by the public.

5. A first grade fur of a leas expenelTe type la better

to buy than a poor pelt of a more eoatly fur.

6. Durability of furs depends on the nature of the

pelt according to weight, uniformity of thickneaa, firmness

and elasticity, tanning of the hide, treatment during

dressing "nd dyeing, and on the way It is warn and eared for

by the wearer.

7. The finest and choicest furs come from the animals

of the northern and Arctic regions as the hair is softer,

finer, shorter, and fuller.

B. The type of fur coat suited to one's needs and

wardrobe and the beccmlngness, fit, style, and prioe In

aaaaal



wQ.atl.on to the quality and probable coat of upkeep of

the fur should he considered la selecting a fur coat.

9. One should examine the coat to see that it Is ample

in length, has sufficient lap, is wide enough in the

shoulders to present ripping, has good warkraar.ship, and the

lining is suitable in quality to the rest of the coat.

10. Dear, auskrat and wambat arc considered by

to be the Host durable of the Inexpensive furs; beaver, riv-

er otter, racoon, fur seal, hair seal, aud wolverine, the

most durable of the moderately priced furs; and fisher,

mink, and sea otter, the most durable of the expensive furs.

Class Activities:

1. Read fur advertisements and find what is told in

them about the furs.

2. Look at the labels on different fur coats the class

can bring and identify the kinds of fur used and any

treatment given as dyeing, pointing etc.

3. Look at the fur coats in stores and store window*

and find out what you can about the kind of fur they are

made from.

4. See how many furs you can identify in down stairs

windows without looking at labels or asking. Compare with

one of your class mates.

5. Collect several fur coats and fur trimmed coats

of different kirds of fur which have been worn and compare



in after

Baldwin. The chopping book. p. 195-202.

Are you buyta: e for ooatT Soman's Horn
Companion, p. 86. Nov., 1830*

women' e Hone Companion,

otter buymarisblp Bo* 0. page 10.

That about the fur?
, 105. 1031.

Fare. Ladies ' lions Journal. Clearing houee of
education. leaflet Ho. 290.

MasJaV Olrle' and Juniors' ready-to-woar.
p. 118-125.

frdblan SU How ahell I buy children's clothes?

Teaching Point si

1. The comfort, suitability to purpose, fit,

laundering;, worioaenship, durability, attractiveness, price,

and whether eaey to put off and on, should bo considered

in buyine children's clothee.

2. Children': clothee should be looee in the arnhole or

have region sleeves, be hung frets the shouldor, have cloth

bands rather than elastic, have neck lines low enoush that

oca i) ot pull at the neck, have crotch seams long

not to draw on stooping, and be full cut In order

to insure oomfort. ffcort pants are taore comfortable for

swell boys than long ones.

5. .eterials end trlrjatnga that waah easily, ere

durable, and are colorfast to light and eater should be

chosen for children's clothes.



4* The design In the material as well as the design

of the garment should be suited to the purpose of the

garment and the age and personality of the wearer.

5. The child can dress and care for himself better if

the garment is simple in design, if fairly large buttons

and buttonholes are used for fasteners, and if the open-

ings are in front or side and always in the same place*

6. Simple trimmings are more attractive, more

durable, and more easily laundered than elaborate ones,

and should be of the same quality as the garment*

7. The following standards for workmanship on child-

ren's clothes should be required.

a. Yearns should be smooth, flat, and neatly

flashed; Stitching should be close and oven.

b. Thread should be strong*

c. Buttonholes should be durable*

d. .'earn ends should be finished securely*

e* Joins should be inconspicuous.

f. laces subject to strain should be reenforced*

g. Plaelcets should be long enough that garment can'"

put off and on easily.

h. Provision should be made in children's garments

for lengthening various parts.



1. Children's slothes bearing a well known trade

mark with a guarantee of materials and colors are more often

good values than those with no such markings.

Class Activities:

1. Prom advertisements choose children's clothing that

would be good buys and those that would not. Tell why

of them would be unsatisfactory.

2. Examine some well made and some poorly made

children's garments borrowed from a store and compare them.

S. Bring some children's garments frost home and tell

In what ways they have been satisfactory and in what ways

they have not.

4* Make out a score card to be used in judging

children's clothing and use it to judge the clothing in

above exercises

References:

Dresses for the little girl. Leaflet No. 26.
u. s. Dept. of Agr.

Ensembles for sunny days, leaflet No. 63.
U. S. Dept. of Agr.

Play suits for winter. Leaflet Ho. 54.
U.S. Dept. of Agr*

Bathbone and Tarpley
p. 150-170.

Fabrics and drees.

Leaflet No. 79. TJ..;. Dept. Agr.



Suits for the snail boy. Leaflet So. 52
U.S. Dept. of Agr.

Sun suits for children. Leaflet No. 24. D.S, Dept. of
Agr.

"hat to look for in buying clothes for children.
Hidden values.

UNIT VI. HOW TO BUT SHOES AND ACCESSORIES (ORE TO TWO
DUSKS).

Generalisations, Understandings, or Ideas to Be Developed

1. Kits, gloves, purses, scarfs, handkerchiefs,

costume jewelry are accessories to the costume.

2. Shoes and accessories should be chosen to harmon-

ise with the rest of the costume, and should be appropriate

to the occasions for which they are needed, to the wearer,

and to the cost of the entire clothing budget.

3. Appearance, comfort, fit, durability, style, color,

fabric, and price are Important factors In the selection of

shoes.

4. The consumer buyer should know the make of the shoe,

the kind of leather or other material used Id the upper,

sole, and heel, examine Its workmanship, and carefully test

the fit.

5. Poorly constructed and Ill-fitting shoes are poor

6. The cost of shoes and accessories Is affected by

the style, demand and supply, change in fashion, workman-



ship, and materials used.

7. Hats should be selected in relation to beconing-

ness, cost, and suitability to occasion and wardrobe.

8. The cost and quality of the accessories chosen

should he in keeping with the quality and type of the

costume and its cost.

Problem I. How can I judge good fitting shoes?

Teaching Points:

1. Shoes should fit well for ill-fitting shoes may

cause injuries to the feet that affect the entire body.

2. Both shoes of a pair should be tried on, and one

should both stand and walk in them, taking plenty of time

in so doing.

S. One should keep in nlnd the following when buying

shoes:

a. The normal foot rests on three points, on the

heel bone, then at a point at the base of the big toe, and

at a point at the base of the little toe.

b. Three arches support the weight of the body at

these points.

c. The longitudinal arch runs from heel to the

big toe, the transversal arch across the instep, and

anterior arch across the base of the toes.

4. The shoe for an adult should conform to the follow-

ing requirements in order to fit eorrectly:



a. One half Inch longer than the foot censures

with its weight upon it.

b. Straight inside line.

e. Pita snugly around heel and over the instep.

d. Toe broad e.vough to allow toes to spread when

walking.

e. Large toe joint fall at the widest part of the

shoe.

f

.

Shank of the shoe fits snugly under the arch.

It should be flexible for the healthy foot.

g. Heel that does not distort the normal posture

of the body.

5. The following are essentials for children's shoes.

a. The baby's first shoe should be one inch

longer than his foot and one fourth inch wider, and should

have a narrow heel.

b. The child's shoe should be one-half to three-

fourths inch longer than the foot measured with his weight

on it and broad enough to allow the bones to assume a

natural position.

c. The child's shoe should hato a counter that fits

closely and tapers at the top so that it hugs the heel, a

lew heel, and broad sole.

6. The following are common results of poor fitting

shoes.



a. The narrow toed shoo causes toes to bend,

overlap, and rub against each other and the shoe, forming

corns, bunions, and fallen anterior arch.

b. A short shoe prevents action of toe muscles,

cramps the toes against the end of the shoe, causes bunions,

and throws the weight on the Inside of the foot which Is

the weakest part.

e- Plat feet or fallen arches come when the

longitudinal arch weakens and flattens out.

Class Activities:

1. Find the condition of your foot by powderln? It

and placing the powdered foot on the floor. If flat-footed,

the lBgttdnt of the whole foot will show; if the arch Is

medium high, the heal, the great and the little toes and a

narrow part of the arch on the outside of the foot will be

seen. If the anterior areh is good there will be a groove

lengthwise in the middle of the ball of the foot, if low,

the ball is puffy or calloused.

2. Esamine your own shoes and see if they conform to

the requirements for a good fitting shoe.

S. Took at X-ray pictures of feet showing how the

bones should be and how they are when shoes have been poor-

ly fitted. If possible look at your own foot through an

X-ray.



4. If the-e is a store with a special testing

aehlne, test the fit of your shoes there and report re-

sults to class.

References

:

Cobb. Shoes for health. Univ. of Maine Extension
CIp. 93.

'eloehe. Foot clothing for all ages. Univ. of
isconsi:: Intension Cir. 246. p. 3-14.

Rathbone and Tarplay. Fabrics and dress, p. 116.

Shoes. Univ. of Pittsburg Elem. Series *»o. I.
p. 19-28.

Shoes and silk stockings. Better trayaenship
Ch. IV. p. 12.

Todd. Clothes for girls, p. 321-325, 165-170.

Van Deusen. Selection and care of shoes and stock-
ings. Univ. of ?k>. Extension Service Cir.
202.

Veltch, irey, and Kolaan. Leather shoes: selection
and care. U.S. Dept. of Agr. Farmers 1 Bui.
1523.

What to look for in buying shoes. Hidden values.

Problem II. Ho* shall I buy my shoes?

Teaching Points:

1. The style of the shoe should be suitable to the

shape of the foot, the occasion, and the ensemble.

2. Shoes of conservative stylo and material such as

soft kid and patent leather can be used for many different

purposes.



8. Calf skin shoes are buItable for every day wear;

kid, satin, suede, and velvet for dress shoes; potent leath-

er are for both, out are non porous and uncomfortable for

many people.

4. The heel for the service shoe should be moderate,

three-fourths to one and three-fourths Inches; the heel for

the dress shoe may be high If only worn occasionally and

for short times.

5. 7,'ooden heels are lighter In weight than leather

and can be covered to match the shoe.

6. Leather heels coat nore but are more durable than

wooden heels.

7. Welt soles wear longer than McKay or turned, can

be repaired more easily, and are more comfortable.

8. Baying a good make of shoe In good materials Is

more economical than one of extreme style and novelty

Materials

.

9. Continued satisfaction with shoes can be had by

sticking to the make which has given satisfaction In fit,

comfort, and serviceability.

Class Activities:

1. Examine your shoes and find out whether they are

welt, McKay, or turned soles and what kind of heels they

have. Find make of soles In class which are different from

yours.



2. Measure the height of your heels and the width at

the top and the bottom.

3. Examine pictures of shoes in shoe advertisements.

Pick out ones which would be suitable for different types

of feet and give roasona for your choice.

4. Look at some different prloed shoes ir. a shoe store.

i ind out from the shoe salesman the reasons for the differ-

ence in prioe. Make a list of the ones you could detect

without his help.

5. List the differences you note in appearance be-

tween calf and kid skin, name the differences you have

noticed in wearing then,

references:

Baldwin. The shopping book. p. 216-231.

Handbook of buying. Consumers' Research confidential
bul. p. 62-65, Sept., 1934: p. 15-18,
>eb., 1935.

Jensen, Jensen, and r.iller. Fundamentals of hoas
economics, p. 62.

Rathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 113-118.

Shoes. Univ. of Pittsburg Elem. Series So. 1.

p. 4-13, 29-42.

>hoes and silk stockings, better' buymanshlp. Ch. IV.
p. 8-12.

Todd. Clothes for girls, p. 318-321.

Velteh, Frey, and Holman. leather shoes: selection
and care. U.S. Dept. 'gr. Farmers'
Bol. 1523.



What to look for In buying shoes. Hidden mines.

Problem III . How shall I buy hats?

Teaching Points:

1. The becomingness, appropriateness to occasions for

which the hat will be worn, suitability to the entire en-

samble, suitability to the person, cost in relation to the

clothing budget, and durability should be considered in

buying a hat.

2. A hat which is becoming and appropriate suits the

general lines of head and face; harmonizes with the coloring

of hair, skin and eyes; is in proportion to the else of

the figure; and is suited to the personality.

3. The cost of a hat depends on the season, fashion

changes, supply and demand, design, quality of material used,

and the workmanship.

4. The workmanship on a hat and the material

which it is made determine the quality of a hat.

5. Before a hat la selected It should be observed be-

fore a full length mirror so that its relation to the fig

and entire costume can be seen from every point of view.

6. If only one hat is bought in a season it should be

conservative enough in color and style to harmonise with

all of the wardrobe.

7. The materials and trimming of a hat should harmon-

ise with each other and be suited to the style of the hat



and the occasion for which It is to b« worn.

8. Berets suitable for children and young girls, can

bo found in colors and materials to harmonise with the

costume, and should be becoming in line and color to the

face and figure of the person.

Class Activities:

1. One or two class members try on hats of various

shapes, slse, and oolors; and the rest of class criticise,

choosing ones that are becoming and giving their reasons.

2. Select pictures of hats from advertisements which

would be suitable for different types of eostumes and

occasions.

S. compare a fur felt hat with a wool felt, noticing

the differences in appearance, feel, and cost. Bake siml3

comparisons with panama and imitation panamas.

4. Look at some common well known straws at millinery

stores and see how many of them you can identify.

References

:

Baldwin. The shopping book. p. 253-256.

Handbook of Buying. Consumers' confidential bul.

p. 59. Sept., 1934.

Jensen, Jensen, and Zlller. Fundamentals of home
economies, p. 67.

Rathbone and Tarpl«y« Fabrics and dress, p. 128-132.

Tyrrell and McNulty. Hats - making and selecting.

Col. of Agr. and Univ. of v.is Intension
Service Cir. 215, p. 3-14.



Problem IV , How shall I buy gloves?

Teaching Points:

1. Appropriateness to occasions for which they are to

be worn, attractiveness of design, suitability to the rest

of the costume, durability, and cost in relation to the

clothing budget should be considered in buying gloves*

2. The cost of gloves depends on the style, fashion,

material from which they are made, and workmanship.

3. The durability of gloves depends on the materials

used, type of seam, reenforceraents used, and the presence

of gussets between the fingers.

4. The quality of a glove depends on the materials

used, type of seam used, regularity and fineness of the

stitching, and the decorations.

5* The overseaxa on gloves is dainty and inconspicuous

but not strong; the pique seam is less dressy but stronger

and satisfactory for medium weight gloves; the prix seam is

strong but clumsy, fits tightly in the fingers and is used

on cheaper gloves.

6. Gloves should be measured for the largest hand,

should be fitted before purchasing, and should be examined

to see if the stitching is strong, fine, and even; if the

stitching ends are finished neatly; If there are gussets

between the fingers; and if the quality of material is

satisfactory for the



7. Fabric gloves should have a elose fine texture

In order to lest, hold their shape, and make a good appear-

ance, and In silk should have double finger tips.

8. leather gloves are nade from kid, lamb, goat,

sheep and horse skins and have the following characteristics:

a. Klci skin gloves are fine In grain and texture,

soft, pliable, easily stretched and scuffed, and suitable

only for dress and formal wear.

b. Chevrette Is stronger and less dressy than kid.

c. Capeskin gloves are clumsy but durable and

suited to hard wear.

d. Suede gloves are soft and beautiful but soil

easily and elean unsatisfactorily.

e. Baekskln, horse hide, and pig skin make good

work and driving gloves.

Class Activities:

1. Borrow a number of gloves of different colors.

Materials, and styles from a down town store. Class decide

for what type of oecasion and costume each would be suitable.

Select those whleh would be suitable for several different

types of occasions and costumes If one could only buy one

pair.

2. Examine the workmanship on above gloves and choose

the best from that standpoint.

5. Identify the kinds of seams In the different glov
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4. notice the differences In qualities of materials

in the above gloves in comparison with the cost.

5. Have several choose from the collection the pair

they would buy and give reasons for their selection.

Eefe"enees:

Baldwin. The shopping book. p. 208-216.

Kneeland. Hosiery, knit underwear, and gloves,
p. 79-93.

Kathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 110.

Problem T . How shall I buy other accessories?

Teaching Points:

1. Accessories should be chosen to complete and

harmonise with the costume, should be simple in design,

subordinate to the costume itself, and appropriate to the

occasion and cost of the entire wardrobe.

2. Accessories chosen to harmonise with several differ-

ent costumes are economical.

3. The material, size, shape, and color of the purse

should be appropriate to the costume , the occasion, and the

wearer.

4. The quality and durability of the purse depend on

the material used and workmanship, high grade leathers

making more beautiful and lasting packetbooks.

5. The price of the pocketbook depends on the size,

materials used, style, workmanship, and the number of

inside pockets and conveniences.



6. The dainty purse of silk, beads, or mesh la meant

for evening and Otre»a wear; the larger, tailored type of

hag of leather Is for street wear; a more conservative

In-between type ean sometimes be found which can be carried

with several different types of costumes.

7. Costume Jewelry should harmonise in color and

texture with the rest of the ensemble, should accent a

color or some particular part of the costume, and should

be In keeping with the personality of the wearer.

8. Handkerchiefs may be sport, tailored, or dressy

depending on the material, size, and design, and should

be chosen to harmonise with the dress.

9. Linen, the most satisfactory material for handker-

chiefs, should be fine, regular, and closely woven with

hMt edges and corners neat and no loose ends of thread

and frayed edge*.

10. Scarfs should harmonise in color and texture

with the remainder of the costume and be appropriate to

the occasion.

Class Activities:

1. Assemble all the costume Jewelry possible from

various sources. Liscuss the type of costume and person

•

sllty for which each would be suited. Do the same with

handkerchiefs and scarfs.



2. Have a class somber Interview a leather merchant

as to the differences in leathers used for pocket books,

and points to look for in buying then, and report on this

to the class.

3- Examine some purses of different types, sizes,

and prices. Rxamine the material and workmanship to deter-

mine what makes the difference in the prices.

4. Examine handkerchiefs a. id learn to tell the

difference between linen and cotton handkerchiefs and how

to judge the different qualities of linen.

5. Bring a number of scarfs to class and judge for

value in relation to cost, possible uses and design.

references

:

Sathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 109-111.

Todd. Clothes for girls, p. 151-154.

UKIT VII. PURCHASING THE LIHEHS AMD BEDDIilG FOR THE HOME
(T.70 TO THREE WEKKR).

Generalizations, Understandings or Ideas to He Developed

1. The use to which the article is to be put, the

quality, and the price In relation to the income are Im-

portant considerations in the selection of household linens

and bedding.

2. The quality of household linens depends upon the

fiber used, construction, and finishing processes used.



S. Informative labeling is the only means by which

true information can bo obtained by the buyer.

4. Standardization of household linens and bedding

would simplify the problems of the purchaser.

5. Beauty along with serviceability and durability

are the most desirable features in household linens and

bedding.

6. Tensile strength and thread count are important

factors in determining durability of a fabric.

7. Comfort, price, and durability should be consider-

ed in selecting springs and mattresses.

Problem X. '.'."hat are important considerations in buying
table linen?

Teaching Points:

1. Beauty and durability in relation to price are

important considerations in the selection of table linen.

2. Linen table cloths are more beautiful, launder

whiter, wear longer, and stay clean longer than do mercer-

ized cotton cloths.

3. Mercerized cotton table cloths are satisfactory

especially for every day wear, and are much cheaper than

table linen.

4. Durability of table linen depends on the quality

of the fiber, thread count, tensile strength, construction,

and the method of finishing.



5. The beauty of table linen depends on texture,

color, lueter, and the design or pattern.

6. The method used for bleaching afrecta the wearing

quality and the price of table linen.

7. Creasing and the finishing processes used frequent-

ly conoeal the true qualities to the shoppor.

8. January white sales provide an opportunity to buy

table linen from a large stock, and if the firm and sales-

man are reliable, to secure good values for the money spent.

9. Different countries produce different varieties

and qualities of linen, each having Its particular charac-

teristic type.

Class Activities:

1. Using a thread counter, count the threads in

different qualities of linen, .hat differences did you

find? How does the count affect the quality of the naterlal?

2. Test some linens for sizing. Tub them briskly be-

tween your hands. The appearance of a fine powder on the

surface indicates the presence of sising, .'ash some of the

pieces of linen and then compare with pieces of sea*

material which have not been lau.dered. If the material

contains sizing It will be thinner and more loosely woven

than before.

3. Plan the purchase of linens for a home on two or

three different income levels.



4. Examine mm linen, union and cotton mercerized

table linen*. Compare for luster, smoothness, beauty, feel,

and appearance on the table.

5. Look at some French, German, Belgian, Czecho

Slovaklan, Russian, Irish and Scotch linens. Rote any

seenlng differences in appearance, feel, thread, color and

weight.

References

:

Coplin. '.hat the linen buyer knows. Home Economics
Sews. p. 104-106. Dec., 1931.

Cook. Knowing what you buy in table linen. Ladles'
Home Journal, p. 43-45. March, 1928.

Greer. Foods and home making, p. 215-217.

Hess. Textile fabrics and their use. p. 283-287.

Matthews. The house and its care. p. 122-127.

Fathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 408-412.

Sheets and pillow cases, blankets, table linen, and
bath towels. Better uuymanahip. Ch. 2.
p. 6-7.

Problem II. How shall I buy table linen?

Teaching Points:

1. Table cloths are pattern or yard cloths, single or

double damask, plain or pattern weave, dinner cloths or

lunch cloths.

2. The type, size, and quality of table cloth bought

depends on the use and the amount of money one can afford

to spend.



3. Colored table cloths are In fashion, but require

much care In laundering.

4. The table linens selected should be In keeping wit

other furnishings of the house.

5. Tables oan be made attractive with Inexpensive

linens

.

6. It is better to buy a good quality mercerized

cotton or union oloth than a poor grade of linen.

7. inough table linen to insure clean linens for

occasions needed is desirable.

8. The size of the dinner cloth depends on the number

of persons to be served at the table.

9. Lunch cloths are inexpensive, easy to launder,

attractive and much used.

Class Activities:

1. Rynmlne the differences in appearance and weight

between single and double damask table cloths.

2. Note the differences in design between pattern

cloths and yard table cloths.

3. Decide on occasions and types of tables for which

yard square lunch cloths, large elaborate lunch cloths,

colored lunch cloths, colored damask table cloths, and white

damask table cloths would be suitable.

4. Plan the table linen you would buy to supplement

your linen at home if you were given #10, #25, and $50.

Give reasons for your answer.



5, Plan the table linen for a bride for $50, $75 and

#100.

6. Make a list of purchasing hints for a bride on

purchasing table linen.

References

:

Use sane references as for Problem I.

Problem III . How shall I buy towels?

Teaching Points:

1. The wearing and absorptive qualities in relation

to price are the most important items in the selection of

towels.

2. The size, number, and kind of towels purchased de-

pends on the use, and aiaount of money available, and launder-

ing facilities.

3. Linen towels absorb moisture better, dry quicker,

are more easily cleaned, but are more expensive than cotton

towels.

4. The principal kinds of linen toweling are crash,

damask, and huck.

5. Common varieties of cotton towels are Turkish,

huck,and crash*

6. High tensile strength, close background, firm

weave, heavy close pile, several ground warp yarns between

the pile warp yarns, fast colors, and firm selvage are essen-

tial qualities in a good Turkish towel.



7. Compactness of weave, good quality of yarn,

relatively high thread count and tensile strength fairly

well balanced between warp and filling threads, and fast

colors oak© good quality hack and crash towels.

8. Union toweling embodies many of the desirable

characteristics of linen at a lower cost.

9. Often the choice of a towel is a matter of personal

like or dislike depending upon the satisfaction given in

its previous use.

Class Activities:

1. Plan the kind and number of towels you would buy to

complete the supply in your home. Estimate the cost of

these towels.

2. Make a list of purchasing hints for the bride to

use in choosing her towels.

3. Plan the number, kind, and price of towels a bride

could buy for £7, $10, and §15.

4. Examine some linen, cotton, and union towels which

have had long use and many launderlngs. Bote condition of

the various kinds after use and laundering.

5. Examine different grades of Turkish toweling for

closeness of background, tightness of weave, selvage, pile,

and the filling threads between each pile.



Referencea

:

Coplln. Khat the linen buyer knows.
News. p. 104-100. Dec, 1931.

Economics

Cook. Selecting household towels. Ladies Hon*
Journal, p. 134, 145. Feb., 1928.

Harap. Education of consumer . p. 280.

Eesa. textile fibers and their use. p. 287-292.

thbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 412-416.

Sheets and pillow cases, blankets, table linens,
and bath towels. Letter buyaanship o. 2.

p. 7-8.

r-roblem IV . Row can I judge the quality of sheets and
pillow cases?

Teaching Points:

1. The qualities to be looked for in sheets and

pillow cases are durability, smoothness, and a certain de-

gree of closeness of weawe.

2. Durability of sheeting Is determined by the tensile

strength, thread count, and weight per square yard, tensile

strength being one of the most important indices.

3. Authentic labeling is the buyer* s only way to know

of the tensile strength.

4. The length and quality of the raw fiber used, the

size of the yarn, amount of twist in the yarn, and the

bleaching and other finishing processes used affect the

tensile strength.

5. Tensile strength measures in pounds the pull a

one inch strip of the fabric will stand before it breaks



and thus ia an Important Index of the wear value of the

sheet.

6. Sheeting with a high thread count and a fair bal-

anoe between warp and filling threads Is desirable.

7. Government specifications for sheets, which re-

quire a minimum thread count of 74 In the warp and 66 in

the filling, a minimum weight of 4.6 or. per square yard,

a minimum breaking strength of 70 lbs. in the werp and 70

lbs. in the filling, are good standards for comparison with

sheetings for household use.

8. The buyer should test for dressing by rubbing

materiel briskly, then examine closeness of weave, thread

count, and relative size of warp and filling yarns.

9. Percale sheeting Is smoother than muslin because

it Is made of longer stapled cotton but may not be as

durable

.

Class Activities:

1. Estimate the length a 108 inch long (torn length)

sheet would be after hemming and laundering.

2. Tilth a pick glass make a warp and weft thread

count of various grades and brands of sheeting. Compare the

cost and thread count of various grades.

3. Examine some sheets and pillow cases at various

stores and find what Information is given on the label

which would help the buyer.



4. Examine a new sheet for flaws using a pick or

magnifying glass.

Cook. When the bride selects bed linens. Ladies
Home Journal, p. 113-130. Jan., 1928.

Handbook of buying. Consumers ' Eeseareh confidential
bulletin, p. 61-62. Sept., 1934.

Hess. Textile fibers and their use. p. 292-295.

O'Brien. Quality guides in buying sheets and pillow
cases. U.S. Dept. of Agr. Leaflet 103. 1954.

Rathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 397-399.

Sheets and pillow cases, blankets, table linen, and
bath towels. Better buymanshlp. Ch. II.

Sheeting specifications. : repaired by Committee on
Commercial Standardization and Simplification.
Amer. Home Kcon. Assoc.

What to look for in buying bedding. Hidden values.

When you buy sheets. Consumer purchasing leaflet
Jo. 1.

Problem V . How shall I buy sheets and pillow oases?

Teaching Points:

1. Long cloth, commonly called muslin, percale and

liner are used for sheets and pillow cases.

2. rercale is lighter weight, smoother, and closer

woven than long cloth of the same tensile strength; linen

sheeting is smooth, durable, cool, and absorbent but rumples

easily and is too expensive for the average ineosje.

3. Torn sheets launder straighter than cut ones.

4. Firm selvages and hems of equal width insure

maximum wear from sheets.



5. Sheets and pillow eases with stitched hems

longer than with hemstitched ones.

6. Sheets and pillow cases should be bought according

to the size of the bed or pillow on which they are to be

used and should have extra width and length.

7. Sheets come in 96, 99, and 108 inch lengths, the

108 inch length being most desirable, and in 63 inch widths

for single and twin beds, 72 inch widths for twin or three

quarter beds, and 81 and 90 inch widths for double beds.

8. Pillow eases, which come in sizes 42 by 36 inches,

42 by 38| inches, 45 by 36 Inches, and 46 by 38£ inches,

should be from two to four inches wider and from six to

nine Inches longer when hemmed than the pillow on which they

are to be used.

9. Pillow eases can be made from pillow tubing or

from muslin but tubing is more expensive.

10. The sizes on ready made sheets indicate the di-

mensions before hemming unless otherwise stated.

Class Activities:

1. Examine a sheet and pillow case that were cut from

the bolt and which have been laundered. Compare them in

straightness and shape with ones that were torn from the

bolt and that have been laundered.

2. Determine the amount of bedding you would need for

your own bed and plan the purchasing of this bedding for a

given amount of money.



3. Esudne the hems, selvages, and stitching on

sheeting of different prices.

References

:

Cook. .hen the bride selects her linens. ladies
Home Journal, p. 118-130. Jan., 1928.

O'Brien. Quality guides in buying sheets and pillow
U.S. Dept. of Agr. Leaflet 103.

Rathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 397-401.

Problem VI , What kind of mattress shall I buy?

Teaching Points:

1. Comfort, durability, sanitation, and price should

be considered in selecting a mattress.

2. The quality of a mattress depends on the quality

and kind of filling, construction, and covering.

3. A comfortable mattress depends on the construction

and padding, and adjusts itself to the weight and contours

of the body.

4. Solid mattresses are filled with hair, kapok,

cotton felt or such adulterants as excelsior or comhusks

found in cheaper mattresses.

5. Hair mattresses of curled horse hair are airy,

easily ventilated, impervious to moisture, but are the most

expensive, heavy to handle, and hard to keep in order.

6. Kapok mattresses are soft, comfortable, sanitary,

but become lumpy and require remaking sooner than others.



Of cotton felt mattresses the one made of loag

stapled fibers Is considered best because It is soft, easily

bandied, resilient, and gives good serviee if well cared

for, though it does tend to pack with use.

8. Inner spring mattresses giTe great resilience,

comfort, and require less upkeep if well made,

9. The buyer should inspect the construction, padding,

and resiliency of a mattress.

10. The seal of the Better Bedding Alliance of

America or the insignia of National Cotton Fibers Associa-

tion, Inc. on a mattress assures the buyer of sanitary

fillings.

11. The ticking and tufting of a mattress should be

durable.

Class Activities:

1. Kxamine different kinds of springs and mattresses

at a furniture store, studying the construction and finding

how the construction affects the price, comfort and

durability.

2. Seleet a mattress for some one who is buying a new

one at a price she can afford to pay.

3. If possible make a trip through a mattress factory

and observe the processes in the manufacture.

References:

Articles of bedding. Bureau of Standards Bui. No. 31.



Dahl. How to buy - mattresses. Ladles' Bom*
Journal. Booklet Ko. 238.

Matthews. The house and Its care. p. 26-28.

Rathbone and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress,
p. 404-405.

lhat to look for in buying bedding. Hidden values.

Problem VII. >'hat kind of pillows shall I buy?

Teaching Points:

1. In buying pillows the consumer should consider the

qu-lity and sanitation of the filling, the quality of the

ticking, and the cost.

2. A satisfactory pillow is plump and well filled,

light, resilient, and free from stiff feathers, lumps, and

odor.

2. Domestic goose feathers are best for pillows be-

cause they are more elastic and wear longer.

4* Duck feathers asks good pillows but are less resil-

ient and lasting than goose feathers.

5. Down pillows cost more but give less service than

goose feathers.

6. Turkey and chicken feathers soon flatten and mat,

and though kapok makes a fluffy pillow it too soon mats and

wads.

7. Pillow ticking should be woven closely enough, of

the proper weight and kind of yarn, that feathers will not

through

.



8. The quality of ticking of a pillow la indicative

of the filling.

9. The label on the pillow should state whether it

is made of new, used, or renovated feathers, and should

also give the name of the manufacturer.

10. The buyer should ask the merchant to show samples

of the content of different pillows from which selection Is

to be made.

Class Activities:

1. Examine different types of pillows and see if you

can tell if they are well enough filled, of good quality

feathers, and free from stiff feathers and lumps.

2. Estimate the coat of pillows of the different

fillings and of pillow* made at hone.

3* Look at the labels on different kinds of pillows

and find what information is given.

References

:

Rathbonc and Tarpiey. Fabric and drees, p. 406.

Souder. ^illows. Ladies Homo Journal. Clearing
house of consumers' information. Leaflet
No. 227.

Unit to look for in buying bedding. Hidden values.

Problem VIII . How shall I buy blankets?

Teaching Points:

1. armth, weight, fluffiness, and durability in re-

lation to priee should be considered in the selection of

blankets.



2. All wool blankets or blankets with a large per

cent of wool, and with a long fluffy nap securely fastened,

are the most satisfactory for general use because the nap

does not pack.

3. To be durable a blanket must be so woven and fin-

ished as to resist abrasion, be made from long fibers, and

have a tensile strength of not less than 35 to 40 pounds

per inch for warp and 20 pounds per inch for filling threads.

4. Blankets should be labeled with the size, fiber

content, tensile strength, weight per square yard, and

binding material so the buyer will know what she is getting

and can buy to fit her needs.

5. According to a trade agreement made in April 1933,

a blanket to carry the word "wool* in any form must contain

at least 5 per cent wool and may carry the word "wool only

under the following conditions: (a) if it contains between

5 and 25 per cent wool it shall be labeled "part wool*,

"not less than 5 per cent wool"; (b) more than 25 per cent

wool shall be labeled with the guaranteed minimum wool con-

tent in percentage; (c) above 98 per cent wool shall be

labeled "all wool".

6. Blankets with cotton in the warp shrink less than

all wool blankets but a wool filling is preferable

the nap packs less readily.



7. A closely worked machine-made overcasting stitch,

sateen binding, or blndirg of mercerized cotton make satis-

factory and durable finishes for blankets.

8. Single length blankets are easier to handle than

double, more convenient for summer, and lighter to launder.

9. The firmness of the fabric can be judged by hold-

ing it firmly and pulling; if the threads slip or pull

apart, the material is too sleazy to give good service.

10. The quality of the nap can be tested by taking a

pinch of the nap between the thumb and fore finger; if the

entire weight of the blanket can be supported in this

the nap will not pull out.

11. The color of the blanket should harmonize with

the colors in the room and be fcst to sunlight and washing.

Class Activities:

1. Examine the labels on different blankets at the

store and find what facts are given which enable the con-

sumer buyer to know what quality blanket she is getting.

2. Compare new blankets with ones of same quality

which have had much use and laundering and tell how use has

affected the weight, nap, and appearance.

3. Examine the edge finishes on different grades of

blankets and determine which you think would be more durable,

4. Look in consumers' research hand book of buying

for their recommendations on brands of blankets.



Conm awi i s' Rnwrch confidential bulletin, p. 61-62.

Edwards. Bad blankets. Journal Hone Economics,
p. 200-203. Heron, 1930,

Emma* Textile fibers and their use* p. 295-298*

and Seville* Durability of blankets affected by
finish, tensile strength end weight.
Textile World, p. 94, May, 1954.

and Tarpley. Fabrics and dress, p. 401-402.

Sheets eat pillow cases, blankets, table linen, bath
towels. otter buywjanahirj. Ch. 2.
p. 4-6.

Viemont and Hays. Quality guides In buying household
blankets. U. S. Dept. of Agr. Leaflet 111.

Wbmt to lock for In buying bedding. Hidden values*

Whitson. vihen you buy blankets. Good Housekeeping*
p. 90-81. Sept., IM

Wool and part-wool blankets* U. S. Dept. of Com.
Commercial Standard C; 39-32.

Problem IX. How shall I buy comforts?

Teaching Points:

1. The desirable characteristics of comforts are

warmth without weight, and durability, and depend on the

padding and cowering need for these qualities*

2* Wool or down filled comforts are warmer end lighter

in weight than cotton and can be laundered but ere more ex-

pensive than cotton.

3. Satisfactory laundering of cotton filled comforts

is impossible.



4. The material in comfort coverings should be soft,

pliable, and relatively color fast.

5. Sateen, light weight cretonne, chintz, silk and

cotton aull, cotton challis, and cambric make satisfactory

comforts

.

6. Tacking or quilting is used to hold the filling

and cover together; quilting though best, is raore expensive.

7. The size of the bed to be covered, the room in

which it is to be used, the quality, and the cost in rela-

tion to the income should be considered in choosing comfort

8. The comfort should be 9 to 12 inches longer than

the mattress, and at least 2 yards wide.

9. The color and design of the comfort should harmon-

ize with the other bedding and the furnishings of the room.

10. The purchaser should ascertain the weight and

fiber of the filling and examine the workmanship before

buying.

11. The relative cost and apparent differences in

quality between a ready made comfort and one which could

be made in the home should be considered before purchasing.

Class Activities:

1. Pind the cost of making a comfort with wool bat

and with a cotton bat. Compare price and weight of ones of

same materials which you find in the stores.

2. from same samples of comfort materials choose those



which would harmonize with the furnishings in ycur room.

3. Examine the " on some ready made comforts and

find what information is given which would aid the buyer in

her selection,

references

:

Rathbone and Tarpley. Fabric and dress, p. 402-404.

/roblera X. How shall I buy bed spreads?

Teaching Points:

1. Appearance, durability, cost, and ease of launder-

ing should be considered in selecting bed spreads.

2. Dimity, cotton ripplette, and unbleached muslin

make light weight, inexpensive spreads which are easy to

launder but they wrinkle and 3cil easily.

3. Lace and linen spreads are impractical for general

use because both are expensive, the linen hard to care for,

and the lace too fragile for constant use.

4. layon and rayon riplette spreads are satisfactory

if handled carefully during laundering.

The spread should be large enough to serve as a

combination spread and pillow cover.

i The lines of the design in the spread should con-

form to the structural design of the bed.

7. The colors In the spread should harmonise with the

colors used in the room*

8. Spreads that will withstand frequent laundry with-

out losing color are the most serviceable.



Class Activities:

1. Choose a spread for a girl's room, a man*s room,

a gasst room, and a child's room. Find the cost and give

reasons for your choice.

2. Examine pictures of spreads in sales catalogs and

choose the ones which best conform to the principles of

good design.

References:
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ueit VIII. hoy; to choose rugs, curtaihs, draperies and
UPHOLSTERY <0HE TO TWO WEHES).

Generalisations, Understandings, or Ideas to Be Developed

1. The effect desired, service required, and amount

of money available should be considered In buying carpets

and rugs.

2. The consumer buyer should find out as much as

possible about the different types of rugs and the factors

which affect the durability and beauty of the rug or carpet,

and should buy from a reputable dealer.

3. The wearing quality of carpets and rugs depends on

the quality of the wool used, the construction of yarn from

which it is made, the number of loops or tufts per square

inch, and the type of fabric construction.



4. The room in which they are to bo used, the

and climate, the personal desires of those using the

the mount of light and air in the room, the cost, the

durability sad the care and upkeep needed should be con-

sidered in selecting window hangings and upholstery.

ft. Good qualities of inexpensive fabrics in both

window hangings and floor coverings are better purchases

than poor qualities of expensive fabrics.

6* Durability of curtain materials depends on the

fiber used, the yarn and fabric construction, and the fin-

processes used ss dyeing and sising.

7. The durability of upholstering material

the fibers used, construction of the fabric, the

of padding under the upholstery, and the use to which the

furniture is subjected.

Problem I . hat qualities shall I require in rugs and

Teaching Points:

ft* The rug should harmonise in color and texture with

the other furnishings of the room, and be suitable to the

slse sod purpose of the room*

2. A rug is usually subject to years of hard service

and for that reason it is more economical to buy one of

fabric that will last.

3. The fabric of the rug should be firm and closely



woven, but pliable and with the backing well cowered.

4. A rug should be darker in value than walls and

woodwork, rather neutral in color, and either solid color

or with an inconspicuous conventionalized design that gives

the floor a flat effect.

5. The wearing qualities of the rug depend on the

fiber content of the rug, the kind of yarn used, the number

of tufts, loops, or knots per square inch, and in chenille

ones on the strength of the catcher yarns.

6. Worsted yarns make more durable and lustrous rugs

than woolen.

7. Some rugs are woven in strips and sewed together,

but most of the better quality are woven on broad looms,

without seams, and in sizes ranging from 22| by 36 inches

to 12 by 21 feet.

8. The factors affecting the quality and choice of

rugs apply to carpets which are different from rugs In that

they usually have no border, are fitted to irregularities

In the shape of the room, and generally extend from wall to

wall leaving no uncovered floor space.

9. The usual carpet width is 27 inches although it

occasionally comes in 36 inch widths and broadloom, which is

a carpet in wide widths without seams.

10. Stair carpeting comes in 27 and 36 inch widths,

may have a narrow border on each side, and should be bought



In a long enough place to be occasionally slipped up and

down a few inches to prevent shading.

Class Activities:

1. Look at pictures of rugs from rug catalogs and

pick out the ones which conform to the principles of good

design for rugs.

2. Select rugs from these pictures which would be

suitable for different type rooms.

3. vhen you visit the rug department pick out the ones

which best conform to the principles of good design and

ones which would be appropriate for different roosts.

References
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Wbmt kind of rug shall I buy?

Teaching Points:

1. Well known types of rugs are Brussels, Body

Brussels, Tapestry Brussels, V/ilton, velvet, Axminster,

Chenille, and Oriental.

2. The different types of Brussels carpets and rugs



are a looped pile fabric and similar In appearance but the

Body Brussels Is raueh more durable than the others because

se much of the worsted which appears on the surface as a

looped pile Is also carried through the body of the fabric

making it very durable and resilient.

S. Wilton and velvet rugs are cut pile fabrics similar

in appearance but the V.llton is more durable than the vel-

vet because more of the surface worsted is carried through

the body of the rug.

4. Jtalnster rugs resemble the Wilton and velvet

somewhat but are thicker and not pile weave, and have

tufts Inserted between the warp threads and are distinguish-

ed by heavy crosswise ridges on the back.

5. Chenille rugs are thicker, feel softer, with a

more luxurious appearance than the other rugs but are leas

durable than the T.llton.

6. The durability of chenille carpets and rugs depends

on the strength of the catcher thread which is of linen or

cotton and not upon the amount of wool used.

7. The greater the number of colors In a '. llton or

Body Brussels rug the greater the wearing qualities

the colored yarns, when not needed on the upper surface, are

cSarriedalong the back, thus reenforcing the rug.

8. The real Oriental rug which is hand made, durable,

and expensive, is imitated by domestio Orientals that are
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machine made, similar in appearance, cheaper, but less

durable.

9. '.Voven rag rugs, flas rugs, and grass rugs are light

in weight, inexpensive and suitable for bedroom, bathroom,

kitchen, and porch, but are not highly durable.

Class Activities:

1. Borrow samples of different kinds and types of

rugs. Compare the grades and qualities of these by counting

the number of loops, tufts, or knots per square inch.

2. Visit the rug department of a store and see how

any different types of ruga you can identify. Ask the

salesman to help you with the others.

fieferences
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Problem III. How shall we buy curtain materials?

Teaching Points:

1. Curtains should be suitable to the purpose of the

room, harmonize with the walls and furnishings, and express

the personality of those using the room.



2. Llghtneso, daintiness, possibility of cleaning and

laundering, beauty of desiGn and texture from the wrong

side as well as right side, durability, and cost should be

considered in buying glass curtains.

3. Ready- made glass curtains should be of suitable

length, allow for shrinkage, have hennaed instead of sell

edges, have close fine stitching with ends neatly finished,

have durable edge finishes, and have casing wide enough at

the top to slip easily over the rod.

4. Durable curtain materials are made of tightly

twisted yarns of comparatively the same size, contain no

sizing, are color fast, and have any figure or dot firmly

woven in.

5. ulaas curtain material should be cream or ivory for

use with dark walls, woodwork, and furniture, and should

be white with white or ivory woodwork and light walls.

6. Sauze or lono weave is especially suitable for glass

curtains and should be made of firm and well twisted yarns

which are all of comparatively the same size.

7. Materials suitable for glass curtains are net,

marquisette, scrim, voile, theatrical and silk gauze, and

lace.

8. Curtains may express the personality of the room

through the kind of material chosen in the following ways:



a. Sheer, dainty materials are suitable for a

girl's room*

b* Firmer materials with straight geometric designs

which give a more sturdy ef ect are better for a boy*

a

c. Haterials which are Impersonal and more or lees

formal in effect are better for living room and dining

room*

d* Light, durable, easily laindered materials are

suitable for a kitchen.

Class Activities:

1. Examine some camples of different curtain materials

and compare them as to weave, amount of twist in the yarn,

and sizing contained*

2* Select materials free your samples that would make

suitable curtains for kitchen, living room, bathroom, girl 1
!

bedroom, boy*s bedroom.

3* Look at curtains that do not hang straight and

after laundering, and see if you can find the reason.

4. Look at some curtain material and see how the f

ure is put in* Pick at it and see if it can readily be

pulled out.
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Problem IV. How shall we buy draperies?

Teaching Points:

1. Ths type of room In which they are to be used, the

furnishings of the room, the amount of light in the room,

the design of the materials, the wearing qualities, the

amount of care and upkeep needed, and the cost should be

considered in buying materials for draper5,ea.

2« The fibers from which the cloth is made, the way

the yarn and cloth are made, and the finishing processes

used determine the wearing quality of drapery material.

3. The design of the drapers should look well on both

sides unless the material is to be lined.

4. Draperies which will best withstand fading and

deterioration from sun should be chosen.

5« Figured draperies that are of good design when the

figures are conventionalized and arranged to give a feeling

of rhythm and unity, are suitable for use with plain walls.

6# Heavy materials as velvet, velour, damask, brocade,

and heavy cretonnes, make suitable draperies for hallways,

libraries, and living rooms and are expensive to buy and

clean.

7. Kediuar priced drapery materials suitable for more

informal rooms are casement cloth, tunfast, Rajah, Shanl



Kapok, Florentine, printed linens, and some cretonnes.

8. Inexpensive drapery Materials are light weight

cretonnes, chintz, printed muslin, rayon, terry cloth, and

rep.

Class Activities:

1. Look at aose drapery materials and select the ones

that conform to the principles of good design.

2. Tell for what kind of room and furnishings each of

the above would be suitable.

3. Examine the weave, yarn, and the design of your

Material and test for sizing. Select the ones you think

are the best value for the price.
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Problem V . How shall we buy upholstery material?

1. The type of room, the other furnishings of the

room, the appearance of the material, the cost, the care

and upkeep necessary and the durability are important facts

in the buying of upholstery materials.



2. The fabric used in upholstering furniture should

harmonize in line and texture with the furniture on which

it ia used, should not show soil easily, and should be

durable

•

3. The durability of upholstering materials depends

on the fiber used, the construction of the fabric, the use

of the furniture, and the amount of padding under the

upholstery.

4. Upholstery materials that are firm, closely woven,

and free from long floats in the design will usually wear

longer than others.

5. Upholstering materials of mohair and wool are more

durable than cotton, rayon, silk, or linen, as silk splits

easily and rayon ia not twisted tightly enough to withstand

strain, but they are subject to moths.

G. Brocade, chintz, cretonne, damask, upholstery denim,

frise, mohair plush, tapestry cloth, and valour are common

upholstery materials*

7. Upholstery materials have the following character-

istics: (a) Brocade material is for use in formal rooms

and not very durable; (b) chintz and cretonne are too light

weight to wear long in upholstery; (c) damask resembles

brocsde in appearance but is more durable; (d) upholstery

denim is of cotton and a serviceable material for a

Mderate price; (e) frise is made of wool, mohair, and



linen end Is very durable but expensive in jood quality;

if) nohalr plush is a cut pile weave and very durable;

(g) tapestry cloth baa good wearing qualities if in a good

grade; (h) velour is durable If made of wool and has a

pleasing appearance when new.

Class Activities:

1. Secure some swatches of upholstery material from •

furniture dealer and study the differences until you can

identify the ccnmonly used kinds.

2. Exawlne the labels and see what informatioB-is

given you.

3* : elect the nateriels that you think would be mare

durable.

4. Choose upholstery materials that you think would be

suitable for living room furniture, dining room furniture,

and bedroom furniture.
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